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UM Jubileers to Leave Monday for Orient

HUMMMM—The Jubileers get in shape for their
tour of U.S. military bases in the Pacific, beginning Monday. Practicing the tune are, from left to

right, Jim Selway, Nancy Senechal, Don Collins,
Edd Blackler, Doug Dunnell, Diane Morrow and
Greg Devlin. (Kaimin Photo by Ron Lenn)

Cheadle Report Withheld, CIA Institutes
Deane Jones
Tim Says Case Is Closed
HELENA (AP) — Gov. Tim on the attorney general’s opinion. Clean-Up Day
That opinion, issued Wednesday,
Babcock safd yesterday that, as
far as he is concerned, “the Chea
dle matter is closed until the law
suit now pending comes to trial.”
His statement came on the heels
of Atty. Gen. Forrest H. Ander
son’s opinion that the official re
port on the death in prison of
convict Larry Cheadle has properly
been withheld from the public.
“As desirable as it might seem
to have a full public airing of the
matter at this time, in order to
lay to rest rumors and misinforma
tion, I think it is highly improper
for anyone to comment further,”
Babcock said.
He said that when the lawsuit
brought against the state and six
of its prison employes comes to
trial, “every detail of information
of public concern will be available
to everyone.”
Edwin G. Kellner, director of the
Board of Institutions which has
refused to make public State
Criminal Investigator Martin T.
Mangan’s report on Cheadle’s
death Oct. 31, 1966, was asked by
The Associated Press to comment

CIA Alters Date
Of Peace March
The date of a peace march,
originally scheduled for tomorrow,
has been changed the second time
because members of the Committee
for Intelligent action “are trying
to cooperate as much as possible
with city officials,” Barclay Kuhn,
CIA member, said yesterday.
The march now is scheduled for
next Friday because Missoula of
ficials thought Veterans’ Day,
which was the second target date
for the march, would be a “little
provocative,” according to Mr.
Kuhn.
The marchers originally had
planned to have the march the
day of the Bobcat-Grizzly game,
but could not obtain a parade per
mit in time to hold the demon
stration.
The parade will begin in front
of the Lodge at 1 p.m., proceed
west on University to Higgins,
turn east on Broadway and go to
the Post Office, where several
marchers will mail letters to Pres.
Johnson advocating peace in Viet
nam. The march will then proceed
on Broadway to the Madison
Street Bridge and back to the Uni
versity.

Deane Jones, front-page column
said “the Board of Institutions, has
properly refused to make public ist for the Missoulian, has inspired
the Committee for Intelligent Ac
the report in question.”
In expressing the board’s view, tion to begin a televised clean-up
Kellner said: “The board has be campaign in Missoula this week
lieved all along that it was doing end, according to Jim Parker, com
the right thing in withholding the mittee chairman.
investigator’s report on the Chea
Parker said Mr. Jones implied
dle case.
support of violence against peace
marchers
in one of his columns last
“The matter is now in the courts
where it should properly be re week, and in the same column de
plored the lack of civil concern
solved.”
which permitted some city areas to
remain filthy and littered.
Therefore, Parker said, his com
mittee decided to hold the First
Annual Deane Jones Clean-up Day,
to prove some Missoula groups do
have civil concern.
He said the clean-up would be
Bids for the first phase of the covered by KGVO television and
$200,000 parking lot improvement shown on the 6 p.m. news.
project will be let within the next
The committee will clean the
30 days, J. A. Parker, director of parking lot behind the Missoula
the physical plant, said yesterday. Public Library today and the Mis
Mr. Parker said the project is in soula bus depot parking lot tomor
the last stage of planning, and the row. The condition of both areas
first phase—hard surfacing of the had been attacked by Mr. Jones
' parking areas south of Elrod Hall in his column, Parker said.
—is scheduled to be completed
The clean-up group and anyone
next fall.
who wants to help will meet in the
Money for improvements has baby oval at 1:45 p.m. today, Park
been made available from student, er said.
faculty and staff automobile regis
Denault Blouin, English instruc
tration fees which totalled about tor and CIA member, said the
$28,530 this fall. Each student, fac committee is buying its own mime
ulty and staff member paid $9 for ograph machine because the cleri
a decal to park his car in Univer cal service will not print “contro
versial” committee material.
sity parking lots.

Bids to Be Opened
For Improvement
Of Parking Area

Coed Sees rThingf Panics
By SARA KING
Kaimin Feature Writer
The thing hovered above Mt.
Sentinel, its lights flashing red
and yellow. Hypnotically my eyes
fixed on those lights and my car
careened wildly.
“It’s too high to be a beacon and
it’s not moving so it can’t be a
plane,” I thought. That left only
one plausible description of the
thing. It was a flying saucer!
I pulled over to the side of the
street to avoid the possibility of an
accident in my trance and stared
at the thing, fascinated. A flying
saucer right here in Missoula and
I was the only human being who
knew! I had visions of the little
green men marching out of the ve
hicle and saying, “Take me to your
leader.” But just who I would take

them to, I wasn’t quite sure. Mayor
Shoup?
While I .was puzzling this out,
the saucer started to move. I
strained my eyes to get a lock at
its shape as it came nearer and
nearer. The lights were still flash
ing, and they seemed to be ar
ranged in a circular position.
As the thing started to descend
slowly, I became more excited and
apprehensive. What would Mayor
Shoup say to me? Would he be
pleased because the Martians chose
Missoula, Mont., as their landing
place, or outraged at the invasion?
I caught a glimpse of something
protruding beyond the round body
and the lights. As I looked more
closely,, my face flushing in the
darkness, I realized what I was
seeing.
It was a helicopter.

Fourteen UM Jubileers will leave for the Orient Monday to bring
American culture, comedy and music to U.S. servicemen and people of
foreign lands, according to Joseph Mussulman, Jubileer director.
United Service Organization and National Music Council are sponsor
ing the eight-week tour, which will include stops in Japan, Korea, Tai
wan, the Philippines and Okinawa.
Mr. Mussulman said the Jubileers receive academic credit for the
tour from three sources.
Each student received three credits this fall for a specially designed
course involving 50 hours of lecture about the cultural geography of the
Orient. In the course, each Jubileer concentrated on a certain country
of aspect of a country and briefed the others on pertinent aspects of the
culture, Mr. Mussulman said.
The breakfast will be served in
Eddie Schodt, political science
department diplomat in residence, the Territorial Room at the Lodge
and James Y. S. Lee, consul for at 6:45 a.m., and the parade is
the Free Republic of China, were scheduled to leave the Music
among persons who gave lectures Building at 7:45 a.m.
The parade will travel west on
to the Jubileers about the Orient.
Three credits are given for a re University Avenue to Higgins Ave
search paper on the Orient and nue, follow Higgins to Broadway
three credits for the rehearsal and and proceed to the Missoula Coun
practice time needed to prepare for ty Airport.
Anyone who would like to at
the show, which will include ,more
tend the breakfast and has a meal
than 60 performances.
pass
will be served through the
Part of the Jubileer expenses
will be paid by the UM Alumni Treasure State line. Persons with
Association and ASUM Program out meal passes must pay 85 cents
Council. The group receives about for the breakfast.
$1,500 from the Alumni and $300
to $400 from ASUM annually.
During the tour, each Jubileer
will need several hundred dollars
to cover expenses for layovers and
shopping. Money for costumes and
instruments is partially furnished
by reserve funds from entertaining
in the U.S. and from University
concerts.
The Jubileers were selected by
USO and NMC earlier this year
The UM foresters will “slam”
from over 1,500 applicants. They
are one of 13 college groups all other campus groups and or
ganizations
and crown a queen
throughout the world this year
on tour entertaining servicemen for the Foresters’ Ball at the con
vocation in the University Theater
on U.S. bases.
at 7:30 p.m., according to
Performing in duos and trios, Monday
Dumas, chairman of the
the Jubileers will present folk Millard
comqiittee.
music, popular songs and Broad convocation
He said the convocation will
way hit tunes. A special medley of kick
off
the
week of activities,
western songs arranged by J.
will culminate in the For
George Hummel, UM music profes which
esters’ Ball Nov. 10-11 in the Harry
sor, is included.
Field House.
Members are Edd Blackler, Don Adams
“During foresters’ week we hold
ald Collins, Carol Ash, Douglas open
season
lawyers and oth
Dunnell, Nancy Senechal, Dennis er inferiors,”onDumas
said, “and
Bums, Susan Burns, James Sel the convocation will get
way, Greg Devlin, Gary Guthrie, body in the right mood.” every
Diane Morrow, Judy Stowe, Mar
Dumas said members of the au
cia Olson and Ruth Silvius. They dience
be chosen to partici
plan to return to Missoula Jan. 10. pate in will
contests requiring “certain
skills,” with the winners getting
☆
☆
☆
steak or lobster dinners. He
A breakfast and parade Monday free the
audience should wear old
will start the UM Jubileers on their said
clothes.
eight-week tour.
Dumas recalled that during the
convocation last year he rode a
motorcycle down the center aisle
in the University Theater. “We’ll
have more stuff like that this
year, only better,” he said.
Because the Knowles hall can
can girls no longer exist as a group
they will be replaced at the con
vocation by a special group of
can-can
girls flown in from New
Program Council last night con
sidered the possibility of bring York.
Dumas said live music will be
ing in a Seattle band for an experi furnished
the University brass
mental Friday at Four dance in the choir. Noby admission
will be
College Inn.
charged for the convocation.
“Instead of the usual Friday at
Four in the Grill, we would have
the program in the College Inn
where the kids could dance from
4 to 5:30 p.m.,” Council Director
Andrea Grauman said. “An ad
mission of 25 cents would be
charged. We’d like to try it just to
Program Council has been in
see how *it would work.”
The Jack, King and Queen, a structed to allocate $1,000 of its
funds
for the Miss UM Pageant to
Seattle band, was suggested for the
experimental Friday at Four Nov. be held Jan. 28, Margaret Borg,
AWS president, said yesterday.
10 .
The pageant will be co-spon
Program Council also is looking sored
into the possibility of bringing cil. by AWS and Program Coun
blues singer Lou Rawls to the
Andrea Grauman, chairman of
campus for a January 25 concert, Program
Council, said she had
and the Association, a rock group, been instructed
by Ramarrah
for a return engagement in March. Moore, ASUM vice president, to al
According to Miss Grauman, locate $1,000 of Program Council
Danny Burns, manager of the Red funds to the pageant because the
Baron, had suggested to her the money was included in the $24,000
possibility of Program Council and allocated to Program Council by
the Red Baron “blockbooking,” or ASUM last year.
pooling their funds, to get high
Miss Borg and Miss Grauman
quality groups to play.
will attend a meeting of state
The selected band would play pageant directors in Helena Nov.
for the Registration Dance spon 11. Miss Grauman said the pageant
sored by Program Council on Jan this year will feature a guest mas
uary 2 and would appear at the ter of ceremonies and .no further
Red Baron the rest of the week. plans have been made.

U Foresters
To Kick Off
rTree

Seattle Band
May Perform
At Friday at 4

Program Council
Must Pay $1,000
For UM Pageant

Open Meetings Would Be Best for All
Whether UM Faculty Senate meetings will
be open to newsmen still is undecided.
The Budget and Policy' Committee, charged
with examining the Montana Open Hearing
Act to see if it applies to Senate meetings,
turned the problem over to Robert E. Sulli
van, dean of the Law School, who is supposed
to submit an opinion to the committee meet
ing Tuesday. The committee will then make
a recommendation to the Senate as a whole,
which will have the final vote.
Just what is the law under question?
It reads, in part, as follows:
“The legislature finds and declares that
public boards, commissions, councils, and
other public agencies in this state exist to
aid in the conduct of the peoples’ business.
It is the intent of this act that actions and
deliberations of all public agencies shall be
conducted openly. The people of the state do
not wish to abdicate their sovereignty to the
agencies which serve them. Toward these
ends, the provisions of the act shall be liber
ally construed.
“All meetings of public or governmental
bodies, boards, bureaus, commissions or agen
cies of the state or any political subdivision
of the state, dr organization or agencies sup
ported in whole or in part by public funds, or
.expending public funds, at which any action
is taken by such public governmental body,
board, bureau, commission or agency of the
state or any political subdivision of the state
shall be open to the public . . .”
The Senate has contended that the law does
not apply to its meetings, because it does not
spend public funds. Legally, on this point, it
does not. In reality, it does.
Students and their parents are paying for
the education UM has to offer. Faculty Sen
ate makes all the decisions that determine
what a student will do during his stay here.
It decides curriculum, graduation require
ments, admission requirements and how com
mencement exercises will be conducted, to
name a few.
Through its Budget and Policy Committee,
the Senate makes recommendations to the

Barnard Calls A rg u m e n t 'Irre le v a n t/
But
A cknow ledges Need fo r Pass-Fail
Administration concerning the allocation of
To the Kaimin:
grading method. Students could
tax monies to the various departments.
But a closer look at the law is necessary. The problem with the Kaimin— care about studying outside .their
major area if ROTC were their al
Foote
pass-fail
argument
is
irrele
It also applies to bodies “supported in
ternative. Bombing Red China
whole or in part by public funds.” There is vancy.
that a pass-fail system is would do that.
no question as to what supports the Univer notNot
The proposed ROTC test, would
a great idea, it is! Every course
sity of Montana.
on campus should have it. What amount to no test of the system’s
is the compromise attitude purpose: to broaden students’
It should be noted that the law states “pro irks me
ineffectual old rag, the Kai knowledge.
visions of the act shall be liberally con our
min, has proposed.
The results of such a test would
strued.”
Catch this: . . a pass-fail sys merely lull the Kaimin and that
tem would encourage students to “high Administration official” into
Although legal grounds for open Faculty study
their major field.”
feeling purposeful — a real think
Senate meetings are sound, the moral grounds Thenoutside
this: “If a partial pass-fail ing liberal. LBJ tried that act. He
are stronger.
grading system were instituted in failed.
JOE BARNARD
Several Senate members have advocated P.E. and ROTC courses, some grade
pressure would be removed from
Senior
more student participation and are receptive students.”
to the idea of adding a student member with a Really, the only good rationale
vote to the Curriculum Committee. But often for a pass-fail method is the first
these same persons are dead against allowing statement to study outside major
A Great Buy!
You knoW, to get foresters
newsmen, campus or city, to enter the meet fields.
like
Frank
Mangels
to
read
British
ings.
authors. I’m sure he’d like to.
They overlook an important point. If stu
(Sorry Frank. It was a great ex
dents are to participate effectively in the ample; I had to use it. But, then,
maybe I should learn what DBH
betterment of the University, it must be a means
too. Will you use the proc
total effort—not just that of one person on ess in judging
your Ball Queen?)
Curriculum Committee and a few of his Back to Foote’s stupidity.
Testing
a
pass-fail
system in
friends. To have a total effort the student
ROTC and physical education
body must be informed and informed thor only
oughly of actions taking place that affect it. would destroy the purpose of this
Only that way will students be able to form $,<C<CI(<C<C«ClC<C«(C!«ICtCIKIglcie(C<C<C<VCM All Steel 2-Drawer Letter
sound opinions and take an effective part in I
File With Lock:
The Ideal Gift!
|
shaping their academic environment.
Carload Sale Price
PORTRAITS
The students have a right to know what is
$25.00
Imaginatively
being done to the curriculum. They hive a
right to know what the Senate is doing con |
created by
cerning commencement exercises. Their lives
I
I
1
will be affected by th^ir stay here—not the
faculty members’.
I c J c m (L ir lc w |
Reporting on open Faculty Senate meet
1 51 125DELANEYS
ings, by both the Kaimin and off-campus |
EAST FRONT ST.
PHOTOGRAPHY
news media, will inform the student body and V 823 S. Higgins 3-8386 5
pave the way for student participation. It will
help the students and the residents of Mon
tana to understand faculty problems. It will
create meaningful dialogue where too often
Friendly
Special
there has been nothing more than ignorance
and hysterical tongue-wagging from all par
Service
on
ties concerned.
Ben Hansen

Carol’s View . . .

“All we can do now is hope.”

Policy on Letters to the Editor
Letters generally should he no longer than 400 words, prefer
ably typed and triple spaced, with the writer’s full name, major
and class, address and phone number listed. They should be
brought or mailed to the Montana Kaimin office in Room 206
of the Journalism Building by 2 p.m. the day before publica
tion. The editor reserves the right to edit or reject any letter.

MONTANA K A IM IN
“EXPRESSING 70 TEARS OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM”
Published every Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday of the school year by
the Associated Students of University of Montana. The School of Journalism
utilizes the Kaimin for practice courses, but assumes no responsibility and exer
cises no control over policy or content. ASUM publications are responsible to
Publications Board, a committee of Central Board. The opinions expressed on this
page do not necessarily reflect the views of ASUM, the State or the University
administration. Represented for national advertising by National Advertising
Service, New York, Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco. Entered as
second-class matter at Missoula, Montana 59801. Subscription rate, $5 per year.
Merilee Fenger__ Assoc. Editor
Ben Hansen_________ Editor
Rick Foote______ Mng. Editor
Troy Holter_____Assoc. Editor
Janet Maurer___ Assoc. Editor
Judy Broeder______Bus. Mgr.
Ron Pierre_____ Sports Editor
Rod Ottenbrelt——Assoc. Editor
Connie Graham__ News Editor
Barbara Richey—Asst. Bus. Mgr.
Prof. E. B. Dugan_____ Advisor
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Gary Funk Cheers
'Jubs' on W ay East
To the Kaimin:
Superb musicianship, excellent
showmanship, and capable leader
ship are the only words one can
use to describe Tuesday night’s
performance given by the Univer
sity Jubileers.
• I could not quite believe the pro
fessionalism and blend attained by
this group. For the first time in
five years, I heard the Jubileers
perform as a GROUP of singers,
rather than as fourteen individual
soloists. They’ve finally achieved
that degree of blend necessary for
the sound of professionalism. One
of the highlights of the show had
to be Dr. Mussulman’s inspiring
and dramatic rendition of “The
Impossible Dream.”
His more than capable leader
ship of this fine group was dem
onstrated throughout the program
in the group’s discipline and spirit.
I know that I would certainly be
proud, if I were a member, to say
that I had sung in this particular
group.
The “Jubs” will represent the
University of Montana and the
United States on their USO tour
starting on the sixth of November,
and I would like to give them all
the luck in the world. GOOD
LUCK, JUBS! GOOD LUCK,
MUSS!
GARY FUNK
Music Ed.

Turner Says CIA
Was N ot Censored
To the Kaimin:
Mr. Kuhn, being an instructor
of Political Science, should know
that only a government can en
gage in censorship. Only a gov
ernment, with its monopoly on
force, can prevent the printing of
material.
If the clerical service' will not
print material for the Committee
for Intelligent Action, I advise
them to take their material and
their money someplace that will.
ALAN TURNER
Junior, History

by

Cold

Beasley!

Beverages!

OLSON’S GROCERY
South Higgins

Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Every Day

In a Hurry?
TRY OUR
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
For Students on the Go!

Village Cleaners
“ONE-HOUR MARTINIZING”
No Cleaning Saturday . . .

Clothes in by 4 p.m. Friday
Pick Up Before 1 pan. Saturday

HOLIDAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER

MING’S
AMERICAN and CHINESE FOOD
—SPECIAL MENU—
Prime Rib of Beef
All Kinds of Steaks
Shelled Lobster Tail
Jumbo Prawns
Delicious Poultry Dishes

—Dinner No. 1—
Two or more persons, plate ______________ $2.00
Single Orders -------------:________________ $2.75
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Friday and Saturday—Noon to Midnight
Sunday thru Thursday—Noon to 10 p.m.

Private Drab Learns New Reasons for War
By ARTHUR HOPPE
Syndicated Columnist

“Welcome to your weekly in
doctrination lecture, men,’’ said
Zaptain Buck Ace, as the soldiers
yf B Company leaned back in their
:hairs preparatory to dozing off..
“Now I assume we all know what
we’re fighting for.”
“Oh, yes, sir,” Private Oliver
Drab, 378-18-4454, said brightly.
'We’re fighting the Yellow Peril.”
“Damn it, Drab,” said the Cap
tain, “that was last week. The
President himself says any talk
about a Yellow Peril is absurd.”
“Oh,” said the Private with dis
appointment. “When I was a kid I
read about Dr. Fu Man Chu
and. .
“The President,” said Captain
Ace sternly, “says we are lighting
for the freedom of these people,
'whatever the pigmentation of their
skins’ and ‘race has no place in
our purpose.’ ”

“Gosh, now I see, sir,” said Pri
vate Drab, his enthusiasm re
stored. ‘We’re fighting for civil
rights.”
Captain Ace permitted himself
a fatherly smile. “I guess you could
put it that way, soldier,” he said.
“Does that meet with your approv
al?”
“You bet, sir,” said Private
Drab. “To tell the truth, I never
was much of a civil rights fighter
back home. But the Army sure
changed me. I hardly think about
anything else now blit civil rights,
particularly the basic one.”
“You mean the right to vote?”
asked the Captain, his curiosity
getting the better of him.
“Oh, no, sir. I’m too young to
vote-. I mean the civil right, to stay
alive.”
“What kind of a crazy civil right
is that, Drab?”
“To me, it’s awfully important,

sir,” said the Private apologetical
ly. “The way I look at it, if some
body deprives me of that one, I’ll
never get old enough to enjoy the
others.”
“Oh, shut up, Drab,” said the
Captain with exasperation. “As far
as I’m concerned, you can fight for
any civil right you want to.”
“Thank you, sir. But it’s sure
causing me problems. I mean I
get one of those Charlies in my
sights and I start worrying about
depriving him of his civil right
to stay alive, that being what I’m
fighting for.”
“I can relieve your mind on that
score, Drab.”
“I’d sure appreciate that, sir.”
“Staying alive,” said the Cap
tain, eyeing the Private balefully,
“is a civil right the Army doesn’t
recognize.”
“I think I’d rather be fighting
the Yellow Peril,” Private Drab

said that night to his friend, Cor
poral Partz, as they crouched in a
rain-filled foxhole. “It’s less con
fusing.”
“Not me,” said Corporal Partz. “I
like fighting for civil rights.” And
with that, he let go a burst from
his M-14 into the darkness.

Semi-Annual

SALE
All Fall and Winter Fabrics

Grace’s Fabric Shops

Letters to the Editor

Florence Hotel Building and Holiday Village
UMddeMMiMtkMdtMtMddadEMdiatMMiMaaauHMiiaaaiS
WC<CieCCCtC«(CIC<C«<C«tC*Ct(<C«<CtCtC<C<KtKU

Patricia England Questions Fairness o f Kaim in Coverage
sion the “newspapers” were sup complaint. The Kaimin did not re
posed to report the news (all port the time of the. Jubileer con
news!) accurately and with as few cert correctly. Furthermore, in
mistakes as possible. Is the Kai your article today, you not only
min exempt from this obligation? spelled “Mussulman” with an “e,”
If not, why hasn’t your “news but addressed that gentleman as
paper” fulfilled it?
“Mister” when his correct title is
Mr. Blackler has a legitimate “Doctor.” Are you being intention
ally insulting or is it just that the
Kaimin cannot be bothered by
such petty concerns as accuracy,
W ells Calls fo r M ore C urrent Music,
impartiality, a broad scope of news
and just a touch of a
Defends Kaimin Policy A gainst 'P u ffe ry7 coverage,
professional attitude?
more that wouldn’t pollute their
To the Kaimin:
PATRICIA I. ENGLAND
I would like to thank the Jubi- academic standards. Six Brahms
Freshman, Literature-Sociology
waltzes?! Very well done, but for
leers and Edd Blackler for allow servicemen?
EDITOR’S NOTE: Our apologies
ing me to be enthralled by their
Aside from the “moon-June” to Mr. Mussulman. The misspell
presentation of “1930’s Tune Time” syndrome, the performances were ing of his name in the Nov. 2 edi
tion was unintentional but inex
Tuesday night. I was one of the excellent.
It must be noted, however,
“lucky” ones who had 50 cents.
I also question the responsibility cusable.
Don’t get me wrong. I enjoyed of the Kaimin to the University as that it is Kaimin style to refer
the music of Cole Porter, Harold outlined by Blackler and Selway. only to members of the medical
Arlen, et. al., but I seriously ques It does have the responsibility to and dental professions as “Doc
tion its appeal to the servicemen give fair, impartial coverage of tors.” All faculty and Administra
in the Far East. These persons, for newsworthy events, but that ac tion members are referred to as
the most part, are between the ages countability stops at press agentry “Mister” because of the wide
of 18 and 25. Do they want to be and public relations. It is not its variety of titles and chance of er
entertained by a snappy rendition function to publish tripe about how ror in an environment where news
of “Anything Goes?”
wonderful, humane or unselfish makers are acutely title conscious.
If anything does go, what hap any group or person is on news
pened to the better songs of our pages. Decisions concerning such
day? I am not asking the group to qualities belong on the editorial
Flying Dutchm an!
sing “Louie, Louie,” but only that page.
Like Jubileers, the Kaimin
Jubileers strive to entertain the
Tobacco
boys in the “Holy Wars” with serves a learning function. I doubt
SPECIAL—Two Ounces
music with which they identify. In if any voice major could sing an
the program, only four songs, aria from “Aida” perfectly the first
55^
“Monday, Monday,” “The Girl time. In the same vein, I don’t
From Ipanema,” “The Impossible think a journalism major should
Dream” and a few bars of “San be expected to write like H. L.
Francisco” represented the popu Mencken the first time. May God
sl
and the University forgive us our
lar music of this decade.
225 EAST BROADWAY
Surely, among the thousands of trespasses.
(Opposite Post Office)
JIM WELLS
songs introduced in the past few
Senior, Journalism
years, the Jubileers could find

“Doesn’t it worry you, though,
that you may have deprived some
guy out there of his inalienable
civil rights?” asked Private Drab.
“Nope,” said Corporal Partz,
shoving a fresh clip into his rifle
and spitting over his shoulder. “I
figure it was either his or mine.”

To the Kaimin:
Editor Ben Hansen was quoted
Nov. 2, as saying, “The Kaimin is
a newspaper.” May I extend my
heartiest thanks for that piece of
information. I have been wonder
ing. Please correct me if I’m wrong,
but I have been under the impres
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If you like th e feel o f m o n e y lots of it...w h y not
w o rk for a big, strong bank?

Longines
U LTR A -C H R O N
Guaranteed Accurate To A Minute A Month!

Lots of moneyisn't all we
have at Security Bank: A
career with us would
mean working in an
atmosphere where youth
is accented, with people
who are progressive as well as financially
astute. Southern California is an exciting

place to be—as a banker
and as an individual. And
Security Bank is the larg
est bankbased there. The
opportunityisgreat, ifyou
have an interest in money
and want to workfor a big bank that isn’t
stuffy, we'd liketotalktoyou.

Make your financial partner

S E C U R IT Y F IR S T N A T IO N A L B A N K
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HEMRCR FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

We'll have a represenatlve on campus Monday, November 6th
Undergraduate students contact the Placement Office for further Information.

The new Longines Ultra-Chron is the space-age
watch that is guaranteed accurate to within one
minute a month!*Truly, this is the watch of tomor
row... here today. With fully automatic movement,
self-changing calendar, dynamic styling...features
that noother watch has. See Ultra-Chronand other
world-honored Longines watches fromour complete
collection. $175.
•Iffound necessary, your Ultra-Chron will be adjusted to this tolerance.
Guarantee Is for 1 full year.
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Pigskin Picks
UM vs. MSU...........................
IDAHO vs. WEBER_______
ARMY vs. AIR FORCE
OKLAHOMA vs. COLO____.
UCLA vs. OREGON STATE .
USC vs. CALIFORNIA....
TEXAS TECH vs. RICE .... .
WASH. ST. vs. OREGON
U of WASH. vs. STANFORD
BYU vs. UTAH STATE____

Jim
Eggensperger
(38-12)

John
DeWildt
34-16

Ron
Pierre
(34-16)

Bill
Schwanke
(39-11)

UM
21-14
Weber
14-13
Army
14-6
Colorado
21-7
UCLA
30-6
USC
14-13
Rice
24-14
Oregon
14-12
Washington
10-7
BYU
28-21

MSU
20-16
Idaho
26-24
Air Force
17-14
Colorado
26-17
UCLA
20-16

UM
24-17
Idaho
21-14
Air Force
21-14
Colorado
28-12
UCLA
17-14
USC
28-21
Texas Tech
24-14
Oregon
21-12
Stanford
21-16
BYU
28-14

UM
21-14
Weber
16-14
Air Force
13-12
Oklahoma
7-6
UCLA
28-27
USC
21-6
Texas Tech
21-17
Oregon
28-14
Washington
21-17
BYU
35-14

USC

21-10
Texas Tech
24-10
Washington St.
30-21
Stanford
17-14
BYU
21-17

SPORTSCOPE
By RON PIERRE
Sports Editor

The world of sports got its greatest laugh of the year over
the Missoulian headline reading “Cat’s Hass.”
The line may be more truthful than one thinks. During this
past week, the Grizzlies have been out for blood, in practice.
The spirit of the players is at a level at least as high if not
higher than it was for the Northern Arizona clash of last
weekend. The combination of the drive and spirit makes an
unbeatable duo of football fact.
At practice, it is not unusual to hear. That . . . is, going
to catch his lunch, and they had better be ready, because after
the first play the patter of footsteps is going to ring in Cat ears.
As we see it, the Bozeman game will be the highlight of
the Montana collegiate football schedule. The Cats are running
on the laurels of past victories, and the Grizzlies are riding
the super shirttails of Swarthout success. The Tips have proven
their ability to take a rated team, and give them their lunch.
They have also posted the best conference defensive record.
If the Grizzlies topple the Cats from their conference perch,
and the Vandals stop the Wildcats, Big Sky football will see
its first three-way tie. The possibility of the tie makes us think
that Big Sky football has dropped its diapers, and is ready for
the training pants of better competition.

Nebraska Listed as Leader
Of College Defense Statistics
NEW YORK (AP) — Nebraska
is the latest to lead the nation’s
major-college football teams in
total defense, it was disclosed yes
terday with the release of the de
fensive statistics.
The Cornhuskers, the fourth
pacesetter in the past six weeks,
have yielded an average of 155.3
passing-rushing yardage in six
games. Georgia is second with an
average yield of 158.2 yards fol
lowed by Tulsa, last week’s lead
er, with 169.0.
Syracuse has compiled the best
defense against rushing, a mere

46.5 yard average for six games.
Georgia has put together the best
defense against forward passes, a
63-yard average for six games.
The University of Texas at El
Paso shows the best punting mark,
44.1 yards encompassing 33 puntg
in five games. Houston and Louisi
ana State are tied for second with
43.8.
Oklahoma has been the toughest
to score against, according to the
figures compiled by National Col
legiate Sports Services. The Sooners’ five opponents have scored
only 16 points for a 3.2 average.

So much to e n jo y !
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UM Harriers
Meet Eastern

Cubs to Meet
ISU Freshmen

terback Brian Cloutier moved Sig
ma Nu into Phi Delt territory or
passes to Tom Rufresne and Mike
Hoonan. Cloutier then hit Hoonan
who was cutting across the mid
dle, for the touchdown. Cloutier’!
coversion attempt was good anc
Sigma Nu led 7-0.
The Phi Delts came back tt
score six plays later on a pass
from quarterback Bruce Heidecke
to Keith Dalbec.
Heidecke completed passes tc
John Van Heuvelen and Do<
Spink before firing a one-yardei
to Dahlbec for the score. The poirn
after attempt was good and the
score was tied 7-7.
In the California playoff the Ph
Delts gained more yardage that
Sigma Nu giving'them the cham
pionship, their second in two years
Phi Delt quarterback Heidecke
completed 17 of 35 pass attempts
Sigma Nu intercepted two of hii
aerials.
Van Heuvelen and end Mike
Muldown led Phi Delt pass re
ceivers with four each.
Quarterback Cloutier was suc
cessful on 13 of 32 pass attempt:
for Sigma Nu. He had two passe:
intercepted.

So We Were Off
by 3 Points Last
Week
No Chance This Time!

GRIZZLIES—20
BOBCATS—10

For Sunday

We Are Open Saturday
Mornings—8 a.m. to Noon
Stop By This Saturday!
MISSOULA BLUEPRINT CO.
1601 South Ave. W. Ph. 549-0250

HANSEN’S
ICE CREAM
JUST A SHORT
WALK DOWN TO
519 S. HIGGINS

Not Going to Bozeman?
T he NORDIC

Celebrate
the Grizzly win

by

The suede leather suburban
coat that men everywhere
have singled out for its
luxury, durability and
smooth masculine lines.
Warmly lined and collared
in rich pile, it’s the coat
for every man’s wardrobe.

with
spaghetti
or
pizza
at

from $65

the

SH A R I E F ’S
PARLOR

1106 BROADWAY
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Phi Delta Theta won the AllMen’s Intramural football cham
pionship yesterday with a Cali
fornia playoff victory over Sigma
Nu.
The teams were deadlocked 7-7
at the end of regulation time, forc
ing the playoff.
Sigma Nu opened the scoring
early in the second quarter. Quar-

University of Montana cross
country coach, Harley Lewis, sends
his undefeated harriers out against
the Eastern Montana Yellowjackets
Saturday.
Lewis has entered seven runners
in the four-mile race which be
gins at the UM Golf Course at 11
a.m. They include: Fred Friesz,
Mickey Harrington, Ray Velez,
Duane Spethman, Wade Jacobsen,
Ray Ballew and Steve Linse.
Saturday’s meet is a final match
before the Tips take on other Big
Sky teams in the conference meet
next Saturday in Missoula.
“This meet with Eastern is ac
tually a fill-in meet,” Lewis said.
The University of Montana Cubs, “We were scheduled to run against
undefeated in gridiron competition Montana State, but they have
this fall, are pitted against the dropped out of cross country com
freshmen from Idaho State Uni petition this season.”
versity, also unbeaten, Saturday, at
Last weekend, the UM harriers
Pocatello.
out-pointed Eastern Washington
Probable starters "for this final 17-43. Friesz, Velez and Jacobsen
Cub game will be: Tony Bertuca, crossed the finish line hand in
Bob Guptill, Ray Stachnik, Willie hand for a three way tie for first.
Postler, Joe Lyons, Jim Wier, Ron The three, according to Lewis, have
Rempel, John Cloherty, Steve Ogil- been consistent winners all season.
vie, Pat Schruth and John Waxham.
In their last outing, the Cubs Mantle Talks Retirement
smashed an MSU Bobkittens 34-6.
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) —
Cub coach Dan Peters said, the Yankee baseball slugger Mickey
Cubs have been constantly im Mantle said yesterday he will play
proving, and if the offense can two more years. He hinted that
move against the Idaho State he wall retire after that.
freshmen, the frosh should take
Mantle, here for a banquet, told
the game.”
a sports writer he would play “at
The Cubs have defeated the least two more years.”
Idaho frosh 29-12 and the MSU
Bobkittens 34-6. The ISU team has
taken the Idaho frosh 38-20, the
Bozeman team 24-6 and the Weber
frosh 35-0.
SUPPER or SNACKS
Peters said, “The game is going
come to
to be the Big Sky Conference
frosh title match.”

P IZ Z A

C O M M U N IT Y M E A D O W G O LD

Phi Delta Theta Captures
Intramural Football Crown

P IZ Z A

OVEN

HIGHWAY 93 SOUTH

Free Delivery
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Room

Below Decks
Yandt’s Men’s Wear
403 N. Higgins
“The Store for the Bold Man”

GRIZZLY FORWARD WALL—These seven linemen make up tjie for
ward wall of the Grizzly offensive unit. The line includes: Ron Baines,
Wes Appelt, Herb White, Rick Sparks, Butch Ortiz, Larry Stranahan

and Gib Brumback. Tomorrow, the Tips take on the MSU Bobcats at
Bozeman. The game begins at 1:30 p.m. on Gatton Field. (Photo by Ron
Lenn)

Grizzlies to Meet Bobcats Tomorrow
By ART LINDSTROM
Sports Reporter

With the Big Sky Conference
hanging in balance, the Grizzlies
will come out on a wet and soggy
Held in Bozeman tomorrow with
nothing in mind but beating the
Bobcats.
The Grizzlies have been up for
this game for more than two weeks
is well pointed up by Gary Smith,
defensive halfback, when he was
asked how he got so ‘up’ for the
"Northern Arizona game.
“I was up for the Bobcats,”
Smith replied.
This battle between the Griz
zlies and Bobcats dates back to
1897. The Grizzlies are on top for
the series, having won 42 to the
Bobcats 19. There were five ties.
The last time that the Grizzlies
won was in 1962, 36-19, under the
coaching of Ray Jenkins. The
Bobcats have won the last four
years for a combined score of 11016.
The Grizzlies will be back at
full strength with the exception
of Roy Robinson, who according
to coach Jack Swarthout is not
running at full speed because of a
leg injury.
Bryan Magnuson, a 220-pound
senior fullback who has driven 532
yards on 100 carries for a 5.3 aver
age, has been a key man this year
and will be counted on heavily Sat
urday. Magnuson’s excellent quick
ness plus his tremendous strength
almost assure him of yardage every
time he gets the ball. He has lost
only five yards on 100 carries.
Coach Swarthout said his Griz
zlies will have to stop Don Hass
running and Ron Bain on pass
catching. “We’ll have to make them
do things they don’t want to do,”
Swarthout said.
“If we stop Hass and Bain, we
still have to worry about fullback
Ray Beckey. He’s also a good run

ner and blocker,” he explained.
“Montana State basically wants
to run the ball and after you’ve
been coming up to stop the run,
then they throw, and its been ef
fective for them,” Swarthout said.
“We’ve got to be alert so we don’t
get fooled,”
“Both teams seem to be a little
better at rushing than passing," he
said, “so I don’t think the snow, and
wet ground will make much differ
ence in the outcome. It may bring
about more fumbling, but this
could happen to both teams.”
The Grizzlies have lost nine fum
bles this year, the Bobcats 16.
If the Grizzlies' win the game
any better than Hass.’
The Bobcats will be depending
on halfbacks Hass and Bain, with
quarterback Dennis Erickson on
the rollout. Erickson is also a
strong passer and could give the
Grizzlies some trouble in the air.
So far this year he has completed
38 of 95 attempted passes for 576
yards and three, touchdowns. He
has thrown eight interceptions.
Grizzly quarterback Steiner has
completed 17 of 59 pass attempts
for 259 yards and five touch
downs. He has had four intercep
tions.
Another Bobcat to watch is full
back Becky, a 204-pounder from
Butte, who is described by his
coaches as the best blocking full
back ever to play at MSU. Becky
carried the football 67 times for a
gain of 302 yards, so he is also a
good runner.
Sweeney said he doesn’t think
a wet field would do anything to
help either team “because both are
ground oriented in their philoso
phy of offense.”
“In order to be an effective
ground team, you’ve got to have
good footing to block,” he said.
“A wet field would put even
more emphasis on the team mak-

ing the fewest mistakes. Field po small college runners before the
sition would be more important,” North Dakota game where he was
he added.
held to 39 yards rushing.
Field position could be the de
ciding factor in a close game be
cause one place the Cats outshine
the Grizzlies is in the field goal
kicking. Norwegian soccer style
kicker Frank Kalfoss has hit on
25 of 26 extra point attempts and
six of 13 field goal tries to lead
Bobcat scoring with 43 points.
The Grizzlies are only one for
seven in field goal attempts.
“If they gear to stop Hass, we’ll
still run the guy in there,” said
Sweeney.
“The biggest mistake you can
make is not giving the ball to your
best back, he said. “If they stop
him in one version of our offense,
we’ll give him the ball in another
version.”
Hass has gained 962 yards on 189
carries so far this season for an
average of 5.1 yards per carry. He
SKIS
ranked second in the nation among
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WES STRANAHAN’S ◄

MISSOULA 5
TYPEWRITER
COMPANY
531 S. Higgins
Phone 542-2022
Typewriter Sales & Repair
Electric Shaver Servicing

®6395

BOOTS
POLES
STEP IN BINDINGS
Best Buy in Town!
Perfect for Winter Quarter Skiing Classes!

Don’t Forget to Sign for Free Prizes!
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EDELWEISS SKI SHOP
Next to Golden Horn on S. Higgins

Phone 9-6611
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COMPANY

IN S U R A N C E
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1
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vrzzAflN M d fc
ONE BLOCK EAST OF THE 93 STRIP
Corner Benton and Michigan

SPECIAL ON SUNDAY

500 Discount
All Day—Noon Until Midnight
with presentation of student card, on all pizzas

C o lleg e

G ra d u a te

Program

• Available to senior men and graduate students.
• A plan made up from the best features of all
other plans currently offered.
• The original plan projects your future.
Life, income replacement and accident are covered in one package at
minimum cost.
Service available wherever you may be.
CALL MARC BOURKE, 549-4154, OR SEE
STAN HILL ON CAMPUS, 549-1057
Friday, Nov. 3, 1967
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Dissension Termed Cancer of Society
Until the 1930s and 40s the pre
dominant aim of those who were
most concerned in this country
with the problem of immigration
or to assimilate those immigrants
who were admitted. To American
ize the immigrant—this was the
motto of those who were the most
concerned with this question.
But in the last few decades we
have had a movement from assimi
lation to Integration. And this is an
important distinction. In about the
1930s Louis Adamic began writing
and in his book, “A Nation of Na
tions,” in 1945 he began an em
phasis which has been often
repeated. It was no longer the
right of the immigrant to be Amer
icanized, to be assimilated, it was
now the right of the immigrant to
remain different.
The ideal ceased to be that of
fitting into the total society and
instead became the right to retain
your differences. Symptoms of this
were such phenomenal politics as
the rise of the balanced ticket, a
ticket which consists of outspoken
and obvious representatives of
different minority. It brought with
it the assumption that the only 100
per cent American is the person
who is only partly American.
It led General Eisenhower to
make something of his German
name and his German background
which had not occurred to very
many of us before. It encouraged
John F. Kennedy to exploit his
Irish background, the notion being
that one was more fully American
by being partly something else.
This sense of separateness and
‘the power of minorities developed
alongside two great movements.
One, in the social sciences, the
growth of literature, much of
which stems from universities in
this area, the University of Chi
cago, the literature of the social
sciences which came to show mi
norities Who they were, where they
were, and what their power might
be.
Gunnar Myrdal’s book, “Ameri
can Dilemma,” which was quoted
by the Supreme Court desegrega
tion decision of 1954, was a very
good illustration of this. The rise
of opinion polling also led into this.
People in small groups were re
minded that they had a power and

By DANIEL J. BOORSTIN
Professor of American History
University of Chicago
© 1967 by Daniel J. Boorstin

CHICAGO (AP) —Follow
ing is a condensation of a
speech'by Prof. Daniel J. Boor
stin, professor of American
History, University of Chi
cago, on Dissent and Disagree
ment in American life. The
speech was delivered Oct. 18
at the convention of The Asso
ciated Press Managing Editors
Association:
It seems to me dissent is the
great problem of America today.
It overshadows all others. It’s a
symptom, an expression, a conse
quence and a cause of all others.
I say dissent and not disagree
ment. And it is the distinction be
tween dissent and disagreement
which I really want to make. Dis
agreement produces debate but
dissent prdouces dissention. Dis
sent, which comes from the Latin,
means originally to feel apart from
others.
Peoples who disagree have an
argument, but people who dissent
have a quarrel. People may dis
agree but may both count them
selves in the majority, but a per
son who dissents is by definition
in a minority. A liberal society
thrives on disagreement but is
killed by dissension. Disagreement
is the life blood of democracy, dis
sension is its cancer.
The spirit of dissent stalks our
land. It seeks the dignity and priv
ilege of disagreement, but it is
entitled to neither. All over the
country on more and more subjects
we hear more and more people
quarreling and fewer and fewer
people debating.
The very character of American
history has accentuated our tendence to dissent. We are made up
of many different groups who
came here and who felt separate
from one another, who were sepa
rated not so much by dqctrine or
belief as by the minutiae of daily
life. By language, religious prac
tices, cuisine and even manners.

a locale which they had not known
before.
Stokely Carmichael himself has
referred to this on several occa
sions—that he may represent a
group which is not very numerous
but he knows where they are. They
are in crucial places where they
can exercise power.
Alongside this change in our
thinking and extension of our
knowledge came a change in tech
nology which I would call the rise
of flow technology. Minimum speed
40 miles an hour. This means that
while formerly in order to do dam
age to other people, it was neces
sary for you to set things in motion
—to wave your arms or wield a
club—that now when the economy
and the technology are in motion,
if you want to cause damage you
need only stop and the other peo
ple do the damage.
This is a parable which was il
lustrated in the blackout in New
York, the stall-ins and sit-ins. At
a time when certain students
seized the administration building
at a neighboring university last
year, all they had to do was to
take the administration building.
All the 'Salary checks flowed
through the IBM machines in that
building and they were able to
throw a monkey wrench into the
machinery.
This has the effect of developing
what I would call a minority veto
psychology. Small groups have
more power than ever before. In
small numbers there is strength.
This results in the quest for mi
nority identity. Whereas formerly
people used to change their names
to sound more American, to try to
fit into the background, now the
contrary seems to be occurring.
And we find symptoms of this in
the intellectual world, or I should
say rather, in a world of those who
consider themselves or call them
selves intellectuals, I find in this
world today, in this country, a
growing belief in the intrinsic vir
tue of dissent.
It’s worth noting that some of
the greatest American champions
of the right to disagree and to
express disagreement — Jefferson,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Wil
liam James, John Dewey and oth-

Paintings Bring Sisters Fortune
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Two
maiden sisters employed by a
multimillionnaire are c o l l e c t o r
acquired nearly 100 paintings
while traveling about Europe with
their boss in the 1920s and 1930s.
Most reportedly were gifts from
their employer. The rest were pur
chased for small sums directly
from then unknown artists who
have since become known as “old
masters”—men like Pierre Auguste
Renoir, Paul Cezanne, Henri Ma
tisse, Maurice Utrillo, Chaim Sou
tine, Edgar Degas and the Ameri
cans Charles and Maurice Prendergast.
Dealers say the canvasses when
originally acquired probably cost
less than $25,000. Today they are
estimated to be worth around $1
million.
Seventy-five of the more im
portant paintings will be sold at
auction Nov. 15 in what is called
“the most important and biggest
art sale in Philadelphia history.”
It could bring in $1 million or

more, especially if bidding is in
tense among buyers from all over
the world, including representa
tives of some of the greatest mu
seums.
Included in the sale are eight
oils by Renoir, most of them small,
expected to bring $350,000.
The two sisters were Mary Mul
len, who died in 1957 at the age of
82, and Nelle F. Mullen, whose
death at 83 last July 10, prompted
the auction. They were of Penn
sylvania Dutch ancestry and came
to the Philadelphia area from rural
Columbia, Pa.
Nelle, a gray-haired woman of
nearly 200 pounds in her later
years, was personal secretary to
Dr. Albert C. Barnes of suburban
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Merion from 1902 until his death
in an automobile accident in 1951.
The treasures amassed by her boss
now are valued at more than $1
million.
Friends and business associates
said Nelle was a constant com
panion of the millionnaire eccen
tric—often tagged “the terribletempered Dr. Barnes”—who made
his fortune with a patent medicine
he created.
Mr. Barnes organized a founda
tion in 1922 and created a museum
to house his art treasures. Nelle
was named foundation secretary.
She became president in 1966 when
Mr. Barnes’ widow died at 92. She
and her sister were two of the five
original trustees.

ers—were men who were also men
who were the great believers in
the duty of the community to be
peacefully governed by the will of
the majority. But more recently
dissent itself has been made into
a virtue. Dissent for dissent’s sake.
Professional dissenters do not
and cannot seek to assimilate their
program or ideals into American
culture. Their main object is to
preserve and conceal their separate
Identity as a dissenting minority.
They’re not interested in the free
dom of anybody else. The motto
of this group might be an emana
tion of the old maxim of Voltaire
which I’m sure you’ve all heard.
But nowadays people would say,
“I do not agree with a word you
say. And I will defend to the death
MY right to say so.”
Once upon a time our intellec
tuals competed for their claim to
be spokesmen for the community.
Now the time has almost arrived
when the easiest way to insult the
intellectual is to tell him that you
or most other people agree with
him. The way to menace him is to
put him in the majority, for the
majority must run things and must
have a program, and dissent needs
no program.
Dissent, then, has tended to be
come the conformity of our most
educated classes. In many circles,
to be an outspoken conformist, that
is to say the prevailing ways of the
community are not “evil,” requires
more courage then to run with the
dissenting pack.
There is an increasing tendency
also to confuse disagrement with
dissent. For example, the homo
sexuals in our society are a group
who feel separate—and are in one
point of view a classic example of
what we meant by the dissenterarticulate their views in declara
tions and statements. Nowadays
they become disagreers, they have
formed a Mathachine Society* they
issue declarations. This, I would
say, is good.
But on the other hand we find
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disagreers who are increasingly
tempted to use the techniques of
dissent. Students who disagree
about the war in Vietnam use the
techniques of dissent, of affirming,
their secession from society, and
this is bad.
The expressions of disagreement
may led to better policy, but dis
sent cannot.
The affirmation of differentness,
and feeling apart cannot hold a.
society together and in fact these
tend to destroy the institutions
which make disagreement possible.
A sniper’s bullet is an eloquent,
expression of dissent, of feeling;
apart. It doesn’t express disagree
ment. It is formless, inarticulate,
unproductive.
A society of disagreers is a free
and fertile and productive society.
A society of dissenters is a chaos
leading only to dissension.

DANCE
following . . .
ROBCAT-GRIZZLY
GAME

Saturday
November 4
9 p.m. -12 p.m.
Music by the . . .

BARONS
Also
Go-Go Entertainment!
Sponsored by
MSU Circle K
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Are You a Dissenting Democrat?
Do you oppose the war in Vietnam and want
to do something meaningful about it?
CALL: MONTANA DISSENTING DEMOCRATS
Jeanne Beaty, Chairman—549-4746
Richard Chapman, Secretary—243-4901
George Heliker, Treasurer—549-1760
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Go Get the
Bobcats!
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Pressure Mounts for Marijuana Law Change
NEW YORK (AP)—It is known
as pot, boo, grass, tea and mari
juana.
On the streets of Greeriwich
Village, the flower children smoke
it openly, and urge others to do
the same.
In Vietnam, more U.S. service
men are being court-martialed for
smoking marijuana than for any
other single major offense.
In San Diego, Calif., a police
spokesman said a fourth of the
high school students in San Diego
County smoke marijuana.
In Iowa, police round up bands
of teen-agers seeking to harvest
marijuana growing wild.
The situation has stirred debate
across the nation.
Is marijuana dangerous to
health? Should the penalties for
possessing it be eased or stiffened?
Should its use be legalized? f
At a conference in South Lake
Tahoe, Calif., Judge Arthur L. Al
arcon of the Los Angeles Superior
■Court said:
“A few years ago the marijuana
■user who came to the court’s atten
tion was usually a member of a
minority group from a slum area
with a poverty-level family back
ground.
“Today, the judge sees an in
creasing qumber of marijuaha
users from'good families, students
with above average grades and
without a prior record of delin
quency.”
Bob Schmidt, a student leader at
Sacramento State College, offered
this theory:
“It is indicative of the entire
disillusionment, the entire frustra
tion, of our generation against
what we feel have been lies told
to us . . . on marijuana as well as
other issues.
“We have been told it is an
addictive narcotic, told it leads to
the use of heroin, told it is physi
cally destructive. We found these
were lies.”
A girl marijuana user in Bis
marck, N.D., asked, “Why do peo
ple drink? Why does a drink really

t&ste good now and then? Mariju
ana has the same effect, only it’s
not as habit forming as alcohol.”
Dr. James L. Goddard, director
of the Food and Drug Adminis
tration, shocked a lot of people
when the 'subject of marijuana
came up during a news conference
at the University of Minnesota.
“Whether marijuana is a more
dangerous drug than alcohol is de
batable,” Dr. Goddard said. “I
don’t happen to thing it is.”
He added he felt the penalties
for possession of marijuana should
be repealed, while retaining prison
sentences for selling the stuff.
Henry L. Giordano, the U.S. nar
cotics commissioner, disagrees. He
told a congressional committee
earlier this year that marijuana
“is not, as some people say, less
dangerous than alcohol or less than
smoking tobacco. Some way we
have got to get this across to the
public.”
Under federal law, first offend
ers caught in possession of mari
juana may be sentenced to 2 to 10
years in prison. Some state laws
are even tougher. In Ohio the max
imum penalty is 15 years.
A certain amount of pressure has
developed for the revision of laws
pertaining to the troublesome
weed.
The Southern Methodist Univer
sity student newspaper said it
should be legalized, arguing that
the laws “keeps pot on a bootleg
level, in all likelihood not hurting

its sale but only aiding the pusher.”
A majority of students who took
part in a referendum at Sacra
mento State College favored mak
ing “the sale and possession of
marijuana subject only to the same
regulations as .now apply to the
sale and possession of alcohol and
tobacco.” ,
The Yale University Daily News
polled the freshman class and
found 53 per cent believed the use
of marijuana should be legalized.
Another 30 per cent disagreed; the
rest were undecided.
Massachusetts laws dealing with
marijuana were attacked as un
constitutional by lawyers for two
men charged in Boston with pos
session and conspiracy to the nar
cotic law.
A doctor called by the defense
testified he had studied 200 mari
juana users and found they suf
fered no physical damage.
Plans to challenge constitution
ality of the Ohio state law on mari
juana were announced by William
Davis, vice president of the Co
lumbus branch of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People.
“My specific objection to the
Ohio law is that it classifies mari
juana as a narcotic drug,” said Da
vis. “This is arbitrary and unrea
sonable.
“A narcotic creates a narcosis
characterized by an absence of
pain, but marijuana does not cre
ate this type of effect.”

HOWARD’S PIZZA
Delivered 200° to Your Door

“I suspect that at least 98 per
cent of the farmers and other peo
ple in Iowa can’t identify it,” said
Paul Reis, state narcotics control
chief. “I know I can’t and I have
been walking around in woods and
fields all my life.”
“Obviously somebody is teach
ing these kids how to identify it.
If they can learn, I think the rest,
of us can learn. I’m sure we would
have 100 per cent cooperation in
destroying it once people know
what it is.”
The border state of Arizona also
has a special problem—the prox
imity of Mexico, source of much
of the marijuana peddled in West
ern America. One variety regarded
as particularly potent is called
“Acapulco Gold.”
Capt. George Irwin, a U.S. cus
toms agent, said hippie types re
turning across the border from
visits to Mexico receive special at
tention.
“We figure when we see young
sters dressed like hippies, they’re
good candidates for marijuana
smugglers,” said Irwin. “But we
have seen people come through
who were as neat as anybody and
they might have marijuana all over
the place. We have to figure there
can be marijuana in any car which
crosses.”

BARGAIN BASEMENT
Antiques • Jewelry • Many Interesting Books
and Kitchen Utensils • Zippers • Buttons
Toasters and Other Small Appliances • Clothing
of All Kinds • Many Things for Apartments
OPEN EVERY MONDAY—9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

All Pizza Delivered Free
1917 Smith Avenue

There have been rumors the U.S.
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare was considering a
recommendation that possession of
marijuana be removed from the
felony category. ,
“I do understand there are peo
ple in the department who feel
that way,” commented John M.
Finlator, director of its Bureau of
Drug Abuse Control. “But whether
anybody is going to present a paper
is conjecture.
“If that were to be done our
position would be that the manu
facture, transport and sale of mari
juana should remain a felony. But
there is no law against its use and
there should not be any. The gov
ernment tries to keep away from
making laws to regulate people’s
morals.”'
In San Diego, Calif., a group
called PAN Parents Against Nar
cotics began selling a kit featuring
a pellet which when burned simu
lates the odor of a lighted mari
juana cigarette. The idea is to
teach parents to recognize the
characteristic smell.
Iowa, where marijuana grows
wild in many areas, faced a prob
lem in identifying the plant. More
than a score of youths have been
arrested for possession of mariju
ana harvested from these patches.

Phone 542-2011

Located in Basement of St. Francis
Church, West Entrance

51ST FORESTERS’ BALL

COSTUME CONTEST
$80 IN PRIZES TO BE GIVEN
EACH NIGHT!
Dressed
Dressed
Dressed Woman

1st, 2nd, 3rd Place
Each Night

Costume Themed
Pioneer Days
West
Turn of the Century
1966 WINNERS, MR. AND MRS. JOHN PRICER

PRIZE DONORS:
i Gull Ski Shop
Edelweiss Ski Shop
Cecil’s
The Daisy

Missoula Mercantile
Yandt’s Men’s Wear
Westerner’s
Sportsman’s Surplus

All American Sports
Bob Ward & Sons
Red Lion
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CONCERNING V
• Applications for membership
on AWS committees are available
at the Lodge desk. Completed ap
plications should be turned in to
AWS representatives or to the
AWS office in Turner Hall. Dead
line is today.
• Marine Capt. James Sparks
will be at the Lodge today from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. to select students
and graduates for U.S. Marine
Corps officer training.
• UM Pres. Robert Pantzer will
discuss functions of the Univer
sity at the Wesley House, 1327
Arthur Ave., Sunday at 6 p.m. A
question and answer period will
follow. A 50-cent meal will be
served at 5 p.m.
• The K-Dette and Army ROTC
chartered bus for the Bozeman
game will leave the Lodge park
ing lot at 6:30 a.m. tomorrow. The
bus will leave the MSU Student
Union right after the dance for
the return trip.
• Maxine C. Johnson, assistant
director of the UM Bureau of
Business and Economic Research,
was elected secretary-treasurer of
the Associated University Bureaus
of Business and Economic Re
search at a meeting of the organ
ization in Salt Lake City. She
served on the executive board dur
ing the 1966-67 year.
.
• The Rocky Mountaineers will
leave the Lodge at 8 a.m. Sunday
lor a rock qlimb to Kootenai
Creek.
• Several foreign students have
not filed the annual census re
port taken by the Institute of In
ternational Education.
. Lucille Edwards, foreign stu
dent advisor, said yesterday she
would mail letters to those stu
dents who have not filed as soon
as she receives her annual en
rollment list from the registrar’s
office. She must have the forms
checked and mailed in by Nov. 30.

C L A S S I F I E D ADS
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding
publication
Each line (5 words average)
first insertion _____________ 201
Each consecutive insertion______ 10#
PHONE 243-4932

1. LOST AND FOUND

• A foreign film, “The Silence,”
will be shown at 7 p.m. Sunday in
LA11.
The film deals with the incestu
ous relationship of lesbian sisters,
who struggle and part as the
younger seeks her freedom in a
heterosexual affair.
• Fifty general admission tick
ets to the Bobcat-Grizzly game in
Bozeman will go on sale today at
noon. The tickets will be sold for
$1 apiece at the Lodge desk.

Travel Budget Packets to be Available Nov. 14
Class schedules and packets for who are preregistering can havequarter preregistration will their schedules checked, pay their
For Fine Arts winter
be available in Main Hall 205 Nov. fees and have their identification,
14-16, Mrs. Emma Lommasson, as cards validated in U 205, Nov. 17Dec. I:
registrar, said yesterday.
Tentatively Set sistant
Students are to pick up their
Students who do not preregister'

The Fine Arts Commission yes
terday gave tentative approval to
the allocation of $3,500 to six stu
dent performing groups.
The budgeting of the travel co
ordination funds was proposed by
Charles W. Bolen, dean of the fine
arts school and adviser to the com
mission. A motion was passed to
send the budget back to the groups
for further discussion before giv
ing final approval.
The funds, which are provided
ASUM, are to be matphed by
Dennis J. Sale, former academic by
the
recipient groups and used to
editor of the Montana State Uni finance
tours, Mr. Bolen said.
versity news service in Bozeman,
Under the proposed budget the
began work this week as news edi
tor of the UM Information Serv University band would receive $1,500. They had requested $2,000 to
ices.
a tour of the state. The
Mr. Sale succeeds Ray Stewart, finance
drama
would- receive
who began duties as editor for UM $1,000 todepartment
finance tours of the Mon
School of Forestry in September. tana Repertory
Company
and other
Mr. Sale edited news and fea
groups.
ture articles and the MSU catalog drama
The art department •would re
at Bozeman. His UM duties in
clude editing and writing news re ceive $250 to finance a traveling
leases and feature articles. His of art show and the University String
fice is located on the third floor Quartet would get $200 for a state
tour.
of Main Hall.
The Opera Workshop would re
Mr. Sale has a journalism de
gree from Drake University and ceive $300 instead of the $400 they
South Dakota State University. He had requested.
Mr. Bolen said the University
worked for two and a half years
on the Sioux Falls, S. D., Argus Symphonette, which performed in
Leader, before going to Bozeman in Cut Bank, Havre and Chester, Oct.
27-30, received $300 from the fund
April, 1965.
and matched the money with $600
from gate receipts.
He explained that travel co
ordination funds coiild not be
used to finance band tours to foot
Traffic Board
Seven student traffic violators ball games because such a per
were fined a total of $55 by Traf formance was “not artistic or edu
cational in the classical sense.”
fic Board yesterday.

New News Editor
Begins UM Duties

Fined were:
Monte Magruder, no decal, double
parking, fined $11.
Mike Mozer, double parking, fined $1.
Quinton Hehn, no decal, parking in
loading zone, no decal, fined $11, given
decal.
John Wordsdell, no decal, fined $10,
given decal.
Luther Hayden, improperly display
ing decal, fined $1.
James Schruth, no decal, fined $10,
given decal.
Robert Reid, no decal, overtime park
ing, fined $11, given decal.

Clouds Predicted

packets in the following order: G,
H, I, J, K, Tuesday, Nov. 14, 8 a.m.12:30 p.m.; L, M, N, O, Tuesday,
12:30-5 p.m.; P, Q, R, S, Wednes
day, Nov. 15, 8 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; T,
U, V, W, Wednesday, 12:30-5 p.m.;
X, Y, Z, A, S, Thursday, Nov. 16,
8 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; C, D, E, F, 12:305 p.m.
Mrs. Lommasson said students

UM, MSU Spurs
To Play Football

6. TYPING
EXPERT TYPING. Theses, term papers,
will correct. Electric typewriter. 5436515._____________________ 20-tfc
TYPING, former corporate' secretary.
9-6704.____________________________ 20-8C
EXCELLENT TYPING, reasonable rates.
543-5532.___________________ 19-tfc
TYPING. Fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.____________________8-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Don Berg, 240 Dearborn.
543-4109.____________________3-tfc

SHAKES

8. HELP WANTED
NEW NIGHT CLUB needs larger crew.
No experience needed. Will train for
cocktail waitress. Must be attractive in
appearance, good personality. Must be
age 21 to 27. Call 9-9613 for interview.
__________________
17-6c

9. WORK WANTED__________

PAPERS, theses edited or rewritten by
former English-joumalism professor,
editor of scientific and technical pub
lications. 777-3192J______________ 20-16C

17. CLOTHING
Will do alterations, years of experience.
Specialize Unlv. women’s and men's
clothing. Call 543-8184.________ 11-tfc
EXCELLENT alterations, 3 blocks from
ctimpus. Call 549-0810,________ 7-tfc

20. WANTED TO RENT
ANYONE KNOWING of a soon-vacant
furnished one-bedroom or studio apart
ment, reasonable, 549-6042 after 4:30
pjn.______________________ 22-2c

21. FOR SALE
MUST SELL—Gibson GSS 100 amplifier
complex. Lead, bass, PA. combination
ES-335 12-string electric hallow body
guitar. Both items under guarantee.
Greg Devlin. 549-7050.
20-3C
PERSONALITY POSTERS, psychedelic
posters, ski posters and buttons. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. Madam
Butterfly's Gift Shop, 4609 E. Colfax,
Denver, Colorado 80220._______ 20-tfc
8 x 35 ft. SAFEWAY TRAILER, $990.
9-2648 or 9-2454.__________________ 20-6C
1960 CMC Suburban (carry-all) 4WD,
winch, removable rear seats, $1,295.
549-5294.___________________ 16-tfc
VACUUMS, new and used. Terms.
Kirby Co.. 231 W. Front, 3-8201. 15-tfc
OLYMPIA SWEATSHIRTS. Get yours
at Watkln's Distributors, 510 E. Rail
road.
____
14-9c
1961 CHEV. convertible, 283, automatic
transmission. 340 Daly.
21-2c
1961 SUNBEAM ALPINE, best offer.
549-5763 or 1006 Gerald._______ 22-4c
T.V., STEREO, tape recorders, radios,
guitars. Sales and guaranteed service.
Koskl T.V., 541 So. Higgins Ave. 22-2c

30. AUTO PARTS AND
REPAIRING
STEER YOUR CAR to Spur, 1358 W.
Broadway for chance on a steer and
self lube facilities, carry out prices on
oils, filters, etc., and the 25 cent car
wash free with purchase of 10 gallons
gasoline.
22-lc
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8:00—Evening Symphony
8:50—News
9:00—French Music and French
Musicians
9:30—N.E.R. Report
10:30—Special Report
10:35—News Final
10:40—Sign-off
THURSDAY
5:57 pjn.—Sign-on
5:59—Program Schedule
6:00—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—German Press Review
7:30—Time Will Not Tell
8:00—Evening Symphony
8:50----News
9:00—The World of Stephen
Leacock
9:30—Potpourri
10:30—Special Report
10:35—News Final
10:40—Sign-off
FRIDAY
5:57 p.m.—Sign-on
5:59—Program Schedule
6:00—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—Startime in Paris
7:30—Georgetown Forum
8:00—Evening Symphony
8:50—News
9:00—Music Around the World
9:30—Potpourri
10:30—Special Report
10:35—News Final
10:40—Sign-off

NOW IS THE TIME TO GET
y YOUR CAR READY FOR ,
WINTER WITH

Mansfield Studded
SNOW TIRES
Kats Engine
Heaters

Phillips
Zero-Start Heaters

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY ON ALL
FOREIGN CAR PARTS

MI NCOFF
IGNITION AND MOTOR PARTS
1200 WEST KENT
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NEXT TO TREMPER’S

5

Grace Evangelical United Brethren Church
South 10th St. W. and Garfield
Transportation Provided from Lodge at 9:50 a.m.
Sunday for:
College Discussion Group ______________ 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service _____________________ 11:00 a.m.

Partly cloudy skies are predicted
today with possible snow showers
over the mountains today and to
night. The high today will be 4045 with a low tonight of 25-30.

KUFM SCHEDULE
MONDAY
5:57 p.m.—Sign-on
5:59—Program Schedule
6:00—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—Over the Back Fence
7:30—Music from Holland
8:00—Evening Symphony
8:50—News
9:00—Music of Don Glllls
9:30—Potpourri
10:30—Special Report
10:35—News Final
10:40—Sign-off
TUESDAY
5:57 p.m.—Sign-on
5:59—Program Schedule
6:00—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—Transatlantic Profile
7:30—Short Stories by Morley
Calaghan
8:00—Evening Symphony
8:50—News
9:00—Meet Mr. Emerson
9:30—Potpourri
10:30—Special Report
10:35—News Final
10:40—Sign-off
WEDNESDAY
5:57 p.m.—Sign-on
5:59—Program Schedule
6:00—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—The Old Record Box
7:30—B.B.C. Science Magazine

CALLING U

More than one football game
will be played in Bozeman this
TODAY
weekend when UM’s Spurs clash
Intervarsity Christian Fellow
with Montano. State University’s
ship Bible Study, 7:30 p.m., Lu
Spurs at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
UM Spurs have practiced four theran Center.
Newman Center Dance, 9 p.m.
times a week for the last three
weeks to get in shape for their to 1 a.m., Newman Center. The
Gross National Product band will
clash.
The 18 girls on the UM team play.
average 122 pounds. Loween Peter
SUNDAY
son and Diane DuFour are quar
Folk Mass, 11 a.m., Christ theterbacks.
King Church, Newman Center.
The annual game was started
two years ago in Bozeman.
The outcome of this year’s game
is a toss-up. The MSU Spurs won ► Village Ice Cream 4
the first game 7-0 in Bozeman. £ Next to Holiday Village -4
Last year’s game, in Missoula, was
a tie 7-7.
4
Coaches for the team are Bear- ►£
“The Thickest Ever”
4
paws Bob Doyle and John Gilbert.

CALL 543-5861 IF INTERESTED

Attention
Geology Students and Rock Hounds

LOST: Gold Hamilton watch, vicinity
of LA building. Cash reward. Call 5499484.______________________________ 21-4C

will have to wait until regular
registration Jan. 2.
Veterans who were enrolled^
fall quarter will not be required.
to register with the veteran’s of
fice winter quarter.
Grades and printouts for those
who preregistered will be avail
able Jan. 2. They will be issued in
the following order: G-I, 8-9 a.m.i.
J-L,'9-10 a.m.; M-O, 10-11 a.m.;.
P-R, 11 a.m.-noon; S-Z, 1-2 p.m.;:
A-C, 2-3 p.m.; D-F, 3-4 p.m.

$4.95

Rapid Mineral Identification Handbook

$4.95

Attention
75f

1968 Playboy Playmate Calendar

751

Coming Soon

This Year’s Big Gift Book
$3.95

“In Wilderness Is the Preservation of
the World”

RESERVE COPIES NOW

RUDY’S NEWS

$3.95

M O N T A N A
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

R E V I E W

The Montana Kalinin’s Look at the Times
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U Students Buy Many Clothes at Home
By DAN VICHOREK
Kaimin Reporter
Students rate Missoula clothing
stores favorably although many
students buy many clothes at
home, according to a Montana Kai
min survey.
Students said they buy at home
because they know clerks and man
agers and can get better service.
Girls said they can order special
clothes from hometown stores
with more assurance because the
store personnel know them and ca
ter to them.
Most men said they purchase
most clothing at home but buy in
Missoula to keep pace with styles.
Men and women who shopped

in Billings said it was a better
place to buy clothes, but Great
Falls was rated below Missoula.
Most students said Missoula had
more stylish clothes available, al
though usually at higher prices.
Rod Lincoln, junior in business
administration, said he buys some
clothing in Missoula because prices
are lower here than in Great Falls
and Havre.'“I have a sports coat
that cost $65 in Havre, and I have
seen the same thing here for $40
and on sale for $35,” Lincoln said.
He said other articles, such as
shirts and shoes seemed to cost
about the same here as in Havre.
He said the biggest advantage to
buying in Missoula is the greater

variety of styles and sizes avail
able. Missoula Stores have a big
ger turnover and have to keep up
with competition, Lincoln said, so
they more likely to keep prices
down and stocks up.
Lincoln said prices are higher
in Great Falls than in Missoula be
cause Great Falls stores have a
higher overhead.
Lynn Staub, sophomore in busi
ness administration, said he buys
clothing in Missoula despite higher
prices.
“Sweaters are my weakness,”
Staub said, “and when I see a
beautiful sweater in Missoula for
$20, I’m going to buy it, even
though I can get the same

thing in Shelby for $12.”
He said higher prices in Mis
soula are offset by greater variety
of styles and sizes available. He
said Missoula clerks are generally
more aware of style trends than in
Shelby.
Ron Robertus, junior music
transfer from Eastern Montana
College in Billings, said Billings
stores have clothing of equal quali
ty at lower prices than Missoula
stores.
“Billings is a north-south, eastwest crossroads,” Robertus said,
“and the large numbers of peo
ple going through cause a larger
turnover in the Billings stores, with
a consequent lowering of prices.”

He said larger turnover also
(causes Billings stores to stock
more.
Tom Joachim, junior in business
administration from N o r t h e r n
Montana College in Havre, said
clothing prices are considerably
higher here than in Havre.
“A shirt that would cost five or
six dollars in Havre costs eight or
nine dollars here,” Joachim said.
He said clothing is more costly in
Missoula because much of it is
sold under well known, expensive
brand names.
Joachim said the clerks in Mis
soula clothing stores are “sharp
dressers,” capable of advising stu(Continued on Page 15)

Hippie9Fashions Reflect Individualism
By KATHE McGEHEE
Kaimin Reporter
While the old saying “clothes
make the man” may hold true for
“straight” people, many UM stu
dents think you can’t tell a hippie
by the cut of his clothes.
“Some of the straightest look
ing people I know are really junk
ies,” said one UM student, “and
there are real weirdies that don’t
even know there is a war going on
in Vietnam.”
About 20 UM students said they
did not believe there were any real
hippies in Missoula. They said
many students try to associate
themselves with the hippie move
ment by wearing strange clothes,
long hair or gold rim glasses.
One male student summed up
the thinking of this group when he
said the pseudo-hippies “attempt
to express themselves as individu-

als by doing the same things as
others do.”
Most of this group of students
said some students try to be non
conformists but because they don’t
know how to be individuals, they
end up conforming to the leaders
of the non-conformist group.
About 15 students expressed al
most the opposite view. This group
said that they didn’t care what
other students said about their
dress or looks as long as it ap
pealed to them personally.
Two women s t u d e n t s said
they wore their hair long because it
was “warm and comfortable. “I
like to just shake it over my face
and retreat from the world some
times,” said one women with waist
length brunette hair.
Three women said they wore
their hair long because “there’s
no hassle to taking care of it.” One
girl said she felt beautiful with

long hair and “I always want the
really beautiful things around me.”
Only two of the seven women
with hair past shoulder length in
terviewed said that they always
had had long hair. The rest said
they had decided to let it grow
when long hair became fashion
able.
Male students with long hair
expressed quite different and in
dividual reasons for wearing their
hair below ear length or longer.
“It identifies me with the other
people who oppose the war in
Vietnam,” said one youth.
“I don’t usually wear it this
long, I just haven’t been able to af
ford a haircut lately,” said another.
“It’s just my bag,” said a third.
However none of the male stu
dents said they had worn long
hair before the Beatles made it
popular.
All but a few students of the

more than 30 interviewed denied
they dressed as they did because
it was part of the hippie move
ment. The four who claimed to be
dressed as hippies said they usual
ly wore blue jeans, mocassins and
leather-tied shirts because they
were trying to de-emphasize the
popularity of fashion and “our ma
terial culture.”
“I always wear a bone carving
of a man’s head turned towards
myself to express the idea of man
looking inward to find answers,”
one of the four self-claimed hip
pies said.
“Shoes are a perfect symbol of
the hang-up of man with unneces
sary material things,” said another
of the group, “mocassins are much
more practical and they are really
beautiful because they are still
handmade.”
A few of the students said they

Montana Adopting Fashion Trends
By LESLEY MAYNARD
Kaimin Reporter
Traditionally Montana has been
about two years behind Europe
and the eastern and western coast
states adopting new fashion trends.
When miniskirts were first big
fashion news, most Montana girls
had heard of them but only the
more daring wore them. The mini
skirt did not appear frequently in
Montana until last summer.
Betty Boggs, junior from Rock
ville, Maryland, said when she be

gan her freshman year she had to
modify her wardrobe to conform
with Montana fashion.
“At home the skirt lengths were
shorter, the styles brighter, and
more people wore mod clothing,
she said. “But this year it Seems
like a lot of the ’in’ things back
home are also ‘in’ here.”
One senior said she did not
think Montana was too far behind
in the fashion world anymore.
“Each area sets its own style,” she
said. “Cowboy boots are the ‘in’

thing here but they wouldn’t be in
Paris, France.”
One woman said skirts are get
ting either longer or extremely
short in the fashion centers of the
world and she preferred the length
they are now in Montana.
A woman who lived in Europe
last year said everything there is
mini,, from sweaters, which come
only to the waist, to skirts.
Fashions at UM are ahead of the
rest of the state, mainly because
students coming from the East and

West coasts bring new styles and
fashion fads with them.
The majority of women on cam
pus dress conservatively as com
pared with either “in fashion” or
“hippie fashion.”
“In fashion” is the kind of fash
ion seen in fashion magazines such
as “Vogue,” “Mademoiselle,” and
“Glamour.”
Ideas offered in these magazines
are adopted by some coeds who
look to them for the latest news in
(Continued on Page 10)

dressed as they did solely as a mat
ter of convenience. They said in
their field of study being welldressed was impractical for every
day school wear but they tried to
be well-dressed for social occa
sions and when they were away
from school.
One art student said “I suppose
many persons think I’m a hippie—
or trying to be, but I can’t work
in a suit or $40 sweater—and I
don’t really care that much about
what other people think.” He said
that away from school he often
dresses “with what I consider to be
great style.”
All students interviewed agreed
being in with the current fashion
trends is no longer as important as
it used to be.
“I am basically the same no mat
ter what kind of clothes I put on
in the morning,” said one coed.
“Perhaps fashion will be more im
portant to me in the future, but
what I want most now is an edu
cation.”
Another coed said, “If a man
can’t appreciate my mind and
emotions, what difference does it
make if he’s snowed by the clothes
I wear or my body.”
A male student said, “I hoped
we had progressed past the point
where ones clothing was more im
portant than his beliefs.”
One faculty member commented,
“We should have learned from thQ
Jerry Evens incident that the
clothes a man wears no more re
flect the measure of a man’s in
telligence than fashion can reflect
and expose the cruelty of man’s
emotion.”

Montana Adopts
(Continued from Page 9)
such things as skirt lengths, acces
sories, makeup and hair styles.
Almost all the women inter
viewed said they read fashion
magazines when they have time
and only occasionally' use the
magazine’s ideas to supplement
their own wardrobes.
“Hippie fashion” in its bold, nonconforming patterns is seen only
on hippies, although it has influ
enced some of the styles worn by
the “straight fashion” woman on
campus.
Bead necklaces, flower pins, and
long hair have caught on, but most
women interviewed said the body
paint now being advertised is just
a fad. “The average girl isn’t going
to paint flowers on her forehead,”
said one UM sophomore.
Criticism was leveled at hippies
for not washing regularly was
mentioned by one coed. “The main
thing about the non-hippie coed
and the hippie-coed is not so much
what they wear as is what condi
tion it’s in,” she said.
Another woman said hippie fash
ions had caught on moderately,
but they were just another fad
which would fade away in a few
years. “As much of hippie fashion
as is ever going to be ‘in’ is here
now,” said one coed.
Common on campus right now
are pants suits and wideband
watches, fashions which have been
in style for three years, but which
didn’t appear on the Montana fash-

Promotion
Prompts
Shopping
DETROIT (AP)—What does a
woman do while her husband is
being named to the $750,000 job
of president of General Motors.
She goes shopping for a new
dress, naturally.
Attractive Mrs. Dollie Ann Cole
visited a couple of New York dress
shops while her husband, Edward
N. Cole, was being selected by his
fellow directors as president of the
world’s largest manufacturing
corporation.
Eleanor Breitmeyer, society edi
tor of The Detroit News, said Mrs.
Cole was buying the dress to wear
to a fashion meeting on the cam
pus of Wayne State University in
Detroit.
A do-it-yourself type, Mrs. Cole
designs and sews most of her own
clothes. She washes and sets her
own hair and she told friends, “I
just don’t like going to a be;auty
parlor.”
She took the news of her hus
band’s promotion calmly. “I am
so pleased he has been given this
honor,” she said.

ion scene until a year ago. Jump
suits are making a big appearance
this year largely “because they are
so comfortable,” according to one
coed.
Wool dresses and striped mini
dresses are big favorites, as are
the more conventional skirts,
sweaters and knee-highs.
Many girls are sporting hair
ribbons snce the “Martha Wash
ington” hairstyle (hair pulled back
from the face and tied with a bow
in back) has gained wide popu
larity on campus. Fishnet stock
ings and colored, textured hose
are very popular. Chain belts are
appearing wrapped around many
coeds this year.
“The big thing in Europe Is to
wear loafers with chains across
the toes,” said a coed who went to
Europe last year.
Loafers, minus the chains, are
the most popular form of female
footwear at UM. Coeds listed sad
dle shoes and square-toed flats as
runner-up choices.
Some freshmen said parts of
their wardrobes had changed since
high school days. They said in
high school they would sometimes
paint flowers on their knees, but
would not continue the fad in
college.
All the women agreed fashion
keeps changing.
Hair styles are more varied now
than three years ago, according to
one woman. “Everybody used to
have straight, long hair,” she said.
“Now more girls are getting their
hair cut and curly hairstyles are
coming back in.”
The women had different opin
ions concerning hair “falls.” Some
said falls are here to stay and that
eventually every woman will have
one. Others said falls are going
out. “The sleek look of the fall
is going out and curly hairdos are
coming in,” said Jeanie Swanson,
a senior.
When asked if they had any
trouble in obtaining the kinds of
clothes they wanted, some women
had complaints. “A lot of the stores
in Missoula are too fad-conscious,”
said one coed. “They don’t carry
clothes that were fads one or two
years ago and which some girls
still like. Stores can stock the ‘in’
things, like striped mini dresses,
but they should also keep a back
log of older clothes, like pea jack
ets and mod corduroy jumpers.”
One freshman said she would
like Missoula stores to stock paper
dresses. Another woman said she
wished Missoula stores had more
variety, and a junior said she
wished multi-colored hairpieces
were “in” in Montana.
TOWARD BETTER CITY
RELATIONS

For $2 a quarter or $5 annually,
Colorado State University Stu
dents can buy discount cards that
entitle them to 10 per cent price
reductions on items in eight Fort
Collins, Colo., stores.

SHOP TONIGHT ’TIL 9 P.M.!
CARRY YOUR CREDIT CARD . . . CHARGE IT!

FASHION COMES FIRST TO:

exciting mini
shapes created by
Charlie’s Girls

20
Bonded knit check on check mini
skimmer with scoop neck and
tapered sleeves. Hot Pink with petite
Green and Blue highlights.
Matching chained snap handbag. Sizes
7 to 15, just $20. One of our new
petite collection by Charlie’s Girls,
Gay Gibson and Jonathan Logan.
Come in today!
WOMEN’S FASHIONS

second floor

R & M Living
chignons
create a
new you!

_____ *18
New hair and a new you
for an exciting evening!
You can wear your
Living Switch Chigon in
dozens of ways.
We’ll custom blend it to
match your own hair
while you watch.
It’s so easy to care for
you can wash it yourself
at home! Have a
hairpiece custom blended
for you today,
from just $18.
Charge it!
FASHION WIG SALON
. . . second floor
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for Men
P
r9Hopsack

Year of Stay
By ART LINDSTROM
Kalmin Reporter

for those students who upon grad
uation will not be dealing directly
with the public.
Emphasis on clothing is a lot
different for the botonist or the
wildlife biologist than it is for the
business or law student thinks in
terms of suits and ties where as
the biologists can get by for the
most part with levis.
No matter what group it is, they
all seem to agree on the same types
of shirts. They all favor the but
ton-down traditional shirt, and no
matter what the salesman says,
this is short sleeve country. The
main trend is for the tattersall
print, which is a window pane
check or plaid. There are a lot of
plain shirts in yellows, blues or
greens but the majority of stu
dents favor plaids.
For dress occasions when a long
sleeved shirt is needed there are
some snap-tab shirts showing up
but they all have, regardless of
collar, buttons on the cuffs rather
than the French cuff. There does
seem to be some trend to go back
to the French cuff but that will
take a year or two to become
established.
In sweaters the big thing is again
short sleeves. In long sleeve sweat
ers the one out in front is the
navy blue V-neck pullover. All the
V-neck sweaters are liked but the
most popular is the navy blue. The
ski look is big especially ski sweat
ers with competition strips, The
close proximity to skiing and the
mountains is the major contribut
ing cause to the ski look as well as

the warmth and comfort of the
bulkier sweaters.
The ski look is also popular
in jackets and longer tow jackets
are the most popular. All-wool
jackets and jac-shirts are running
a close second to the ski look. The
longer length, hip length, is the
most popular in wool jackets.
College men shun overcoats for
dress wear but rely heavily on
rain costs with the zip out linnings. Light tan seems to be the
most popular. Some overcoats are
seen on campus but they are knee
or car-coat length. Lack of over
coats results from the idea over
coats put one in an old man class.
Suits are most popular in the
hopsack material and in the heath
er tones. Most college men buy
their suits in the three piece out
fits. The three piece outfit con
sists of the jacket, pants, and a
vest.
The traditional look with the
natural shoulder is the type suit
to buy to be in style on campus.
The country plaids or glen plaids
are most popular but are followed
c l o s e l y by herringbones and
stripes. Again the trend is towards
heavier materials, wools and hopsack.
Sports coats come on strong
with the plaids and in heather
tones. Blazers are popular in all
colors, but navy blue seems to be
the predominate one. Harris tweed
and houndstooth are other favor
ite styles in the sport coats.
Ties are going wider and the
preference is for three inch ties.
Blazer stripe and club pattern ties

This is the year of stay-press and
hopsack in the wardrobe of the UM
male.
Hopsack and stay-press material
have captured male students on
campus as the hula hoop took over
the country.
Students like hopsack because it
is a heavier weight material and
gives more protection against the
weather. Besides being warmer the
heavier weight of the material
gives a more natural look and
seems to hold shape better than
lighter weight material such as
shark skin.
The most popular way students
buy hopsack is in levis. Although
hopsack has all but taken over
dress pants and suits for preferred
material. Even ties are going to
all wool and hopsack material.
Stay press finish has made it
easier for students to care for their
clothes. With stay-press material
dry-cleaning is a thing of the past
which is good because cleaning is
less expensive with stay-press.
The single most popular item in
the student’s wardrobe is levis. Le
vis come in various forms such
as, the blue jean, the white, green,
black, or bltte denims, or in the
same colors but hopsack material.
Levis are more popular with
underclassmen than upperclass
men. This popularity with young
er men seems to stem from the
fact that this was what they wore
in high school, and they have not
adjusted to wearing a dressier
pant. They prefer the levi type
pocket over the on-the-seam pock
et of the dress pant mainly because
that is what everybody is wear
LONDON (AP) — The Labor the House of Lords for the first
ing. The levi pant carries a youth
ful and athletic connotation which government struck at the fading time at this glittering ceremony
powers of the British aristocracy he will one day pferform.
is an appealing factor.
In a speech written for her by
The upperclassmen tend to stay with a plan to strip hereditary
away from levis. They have had peers of their ancient birthright to Prime Minister Harold Wilson’s
more time to build their wardrobe vote on legislation in the House of government, the queen outlined a
legislative program for the com
and want to wear nicer clothes in Lords.
Dressed in their scarlet and er ing session.
preparation for move into the busi
It concentrated on social reform
ness world. The upperclassman mine robes for the state opening
still wears levis but only when of the new session of Parliament, and was capped by the plan to re
form
the House of Lords so it will
he is working or to give an athletic the peers barely stirred as they
appearance. He has become more heard their sentence of political no longer be able to pigeonhole
aware that the world is looking execution pronounced by Queen legislation already passed by the
elected of Commons. The speech
at him and he is trying to give his Elizabeth II.
Her son and royal heir, Prince said the law would “eliminate the
best impression.
Dressing up does not hold true Charles, sat next to her throne in Lords’ present hereditary basis.”

a clue from your
clothes conscience.

are the most popular. The all wool
tie is also starting to become more
popular.
This year’s college man is step
ping out in the hand stitched moc
casin toe, penny loafer. For some
knock-about but mainly dress use
the brown or tan wingtip is the
shoe that is being worn. The plain
toed brogg is sharing some of the
limelight also.
Bates Floaters, dessert boots and
cowboy boots are popular because
they convey a casual look and in
the winter many students wear
them rather than overshoes. These
boots are high enough and are
waterproof.
The reversible belt is the most
popular. The most popular width is
between an inch and an inch and
one-half.
The mod look on campus is dead
for the simple reason that the mod
look took on the connotation of a
greaser. For that reason the uni
versity male has washed his hands
of anything to do with the mods.
The ideal situation is to be
dressed somewhere between the
dress pants and wingtips and the
levi pants and cowboy boots to fit
in with the present campus trends
in men’s fashions.
REALLY HARD UP

In the area around San Jose
State College which has been suf
fering from a housing shortage re
cently, this sign was seen posted
on a door: “Girl or Guy roommate
wanted.”

Lords Lose Hereditary Rights

THE TOES ARE SQUARE
THE HEELS ARE BARE
THE LOOK IS NEW AND FUN

-

% / Silver

Wmmm?

FAN FAIL O .A

1 m

H

Kid
and
Black
Patent

*BS

...fun because it's a swingystyle that loves to move in
the grooviest circles ... newwith the latest lookof square
toes and heels and bared heels and sides. Comes inwhite for a
cool look in the summer season.
SEEN INCOSMOPOLITAN

T O D D
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Flashing Across the Fashion Horizon is Toni Todd's
marvelous two-piece bonded Orion®. Exquisite
suede floral appliques and border-bands spark
the easy overblouse. Green, copper, grey. 10-20.

$17
• 600 Kensington
• Downtown Missoula
Thousands Say “Charge It” at Buttrey’s—Do You?

O J tO e A y
108 West Main

Phone 543-8422
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Clerks Appreciate, Student Customers
By JOHN CURRY
Kaimin Reporter

The popularity of the UM stu
dents as customers in local busi
nesses can be summarized in three
words: polite, profitable, and ap
preciated.
A Montana Kaimin interview
with clerks in more than 30 Mis
soula stores revealed highly fa
vorable opinion of UM students by
store clerks.
The employees in all stores in
terviewed said servicing university
students was for the most part, “no
trouble at all.”
The students have a general
reputation with the clerks for
knowing what they want, appear
ing in the store for the primary
purpose of buying it, and the hav
ing a sincere interest in what the
clerk has to show and say about
the merchandise in his store.
The clerks said UM students do
not “hang around” in stores but
come downtown specifically to buy
something and therefore are looked

upon by clerks as good, profitable
customers.
A saleswoman, commenting on
her preference for students, said
she liked students because they
were interested in the merchan
dise and knew something about it.
“They read a lot,” she explained,
then, in what appeared to be an
after-thought about the possibility
she may have just made a classic
understatement, she added, “they
talk too—, Oh, I mean I like them
—they’re good customers—I prefer
them.”
Students are known in lunch
counters for their eating rather
than their tipping. Definitely not
a coffee and toast customer, one
waitress observed somewhat sym
pathetically that UM students
“were always hungry.” Another
waitress said she enjoyed serving
students because they were polite
and they frequently caught her
attention by saying “ma’am” rath
er than the less appreciated atten
tion getters, “hey you,” “hey lady,”
or just “hey.”

The UM coed was highly com
plimented by clerks in clothing
stores. One saleswoman said coeds
were fun to wait on because they
seemed to enjoy themselves shop
ping and were enthusiastic and
talkative about current fashions.
The clerks said many coeds had
limited charge accounts in their
stores and managed them well.
The coed took a minor beating
in the theaters, however, where
candy counter cashiers observed
“that sorority girls cannot count
change.”
They elaborated on the state
ment by explaining when the girls
came in the theater in three’s and
four’s, they have a difficult time
keeping their prices and change
straight. The cashiers said they
thought it was due to the lack of
dates.
The theater employees said,
however, the university student
was one of the most welcome cus
tomers. UM students seldom cause
any trouble in the shows, the girls
said, and they often stop and tell

the help how they liked the show.
In every store clerks said stu
dents were polite and easy to serve.
A clerk in a local dime store said
two or three years qgo she would
have not been able to compliment
students as being polite, but recent
ly, she said, there seems to be a
trend among students to be pleas
ant and appreciative when shop
ping.
University students purchase a
good share of their commodities

^ h ip ’r g h o r e '

shirt shift
rib-deep in
corduroy

8.00

Mini Styles
Dominate
Fashions
LONDON (AP) — Bonnie and
Clyde gangster styles triumphed
at the Associated Fashion Design
ers show.
Apart from the much-applauded
Bonnie numbers, with flared black
skirts to just below the knee, it
was nearly a clean sweep for the
miniskirt, miniculotte and mini
shorts. One designer, in two minds
about it, stuck in a schizoid num
ber with a midcalf skirt ripping
off a breakaway fastener to show
brief black shorts underneath.
If you never saw a femme fa
tale in shorts, just wait.
To the tune of “Anything goes,”
Simon Massey models paraded for
mal shorts in champagne chiffon
trimmed with rhinestone glitter.
Another mannequin threw off an
ostrich hemmed floor-length chif
fon cape to reveal bare-bellied
Turkish trousers. A naughty-nice
chiffon blouse was sweetly ruf
fled and demure in front, but
all bare behind.
The general theme of the show,
which is the first indication of
what will be in the ships come
springs, was a nostalgic harking to
the 1930s.
Carnaby Street also has gone
back to that gangster period for
teen-age males, suits with broad
shoulders and was-waist jackets,
chalk-stripes and wide-brimmed
hat. This style, and that now
showing for the ladies, stem
straight from the current movies
about Bonnie Parker and Clyde
Barrow, Southwestern outlaws of
the 30s, and “The St. Valentine’s
Day Massacre,” about Chicago’s
garage slaughter of seven gang
sters in 1929.
In the showing, the nostalgic
look was carried out in a long
bodied in brief skirted line, with
jersey tunic tops a favorite.
octctcctetcmwcidctcw

Great-going shirt-shift in rich-rib all cotton
corduroy. Roomy pocket. Fresh Fall colors.
Sizes 8 to 18.
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93 Strip

FAIRWAY SHOPPING CENTER
Open Monday and Friday until 9:00

Complete Selection of
Costume and
Hippy Jewelry

COLOR'S UP FRONT

You’ll go overboard with excitement when you see the colors of this
shapely shoe. It’s a lo-heeled look with squared toes and a big
middy-trimmed vamp in uppers of Privet Green, Regal Blue or
True Camel Patent, $10.95. And there’s a handbag to match! $7.00.

CoMiE
OGC
SHOE'CO

WESTERN PHARMACY
140 E. Broadway
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through checking accounts and the
clerks in downtown businesses
said as far as they knew, the stu
dent caused little trouble with bad
accounts.
The only businesses which men
tioned any difficulty with Univer
sity students were the bars. Here
again, the employees said they
liked the attitude of their campus
Customers, but frequently had to
turn away students who are under
the 21-year-old drinking age.

k
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Exhibit Displays Ancient Israeli Ruins
NEW YORK (AP)—With Jeru
salem in firey ruins, a remnant of
its defenders retreated to a mountaintop fortress 30 miles southeast
of the city. There, under siege by
overwhelming Roman forces, the
ragtag band of nationalist fighters
didn’t have a chance.
“Come!” said their leader, Eleazar ben Yair. “While our hands are
free and can hold a sword, let us
leave the world as free men.”
So they took their own lives
rather than surrender and submit
to enslavement by the alien con•queror. The Romans, coming upon
the silent scene of death at dawn,
■could only “wonder at the courage
of their resolution.”

That, as recounted by the an
cient Jewish historian, Flavious
Josephus, was the climax of one of
the most dramatic but little known
episodes in antiquity. It is being
portrayed here in a major archeo
logical exhibit.
It presents the findings of one
of the largest, on-the-spot explo
rations into the past ot the Holy
Land, a two-year expedition at
Masada led by Yigael Yadin, noted
Israeli archeologist and former de
fense chief of staff.
The spot marked Israel’s last,
grim hour of freedom 1,895 years
ago—until the rise of the modem
state.
“Masada shall not fall again,”

goes the Israeli saying now.
Masada is an elaborate, walled
stronghold built on a peak on the
west bank of the Dead Sea by
Herod the Great, ally of the Ro
mans and pupet king of Judea who
died there in a crazed rage in 4
B.C. “Herodium, it was called in.
his day.
In 66 A.D., about 33 years after
the Roman military occupation
government crucified Jesus, the
long-smoldering Jewish resistance
to foreign rule flared Into general
revolt, which for a time shattered
the invader’s control.
The independence u p r i s i n g
gained the capital, Jerusalem, and
a company of Zealots, those dag

ger-wielding patriots who vowed,
“No ruler but God,” overran the
Roman garrison- at Masada and
occupied the fortress.
It smashed into Jerusalem in 70
A.D., setting it afire, slaughtering
thousands and destroying the tem
ple.
,
Surviving freedom fighters, with
their wives and children, fled
across the Judean hills to join the
Zealot outpost in the high, rocky
fort at Masada. There the final
crisis came.
It is that desperate episode, and
the events leading to it and follow
ing it, that are depicted in the
special exhibit at the Jewish Mu
seum here, operated by Manhat

tan’s Jewish Theological Seminary.
“Masada: A Struggle for Free
dom,” the exhibit is called. Occu
pying two floors, it is described as
the largest archeological-historical
display ever offered in the United
States.
It runs here through Feb. 18,
1968, and later will be shown in
major museums across the country.
- It is based on the results of
Israel’s large-scale 1963-1965 ar
cheological exploration, led by
Yadin and enlisting army engi
neers, builders of access roads and
staircases, and about 5,000 volun
teer workmen from around the
world, helping to uncover and re
construct the ancient fort.

Hollywood No Longer Called Home of Stars
HOLLYWOOD (AP)—The re
port that James Cobum was shop
ping for a house in Tangier caused
mo stir in Hollywood, which has
grown accustomed to stars who
live in far-off places.
Once upon a time, all the screen
luminaries lived here. Most owned
llomes in Beverly Hills or Brent
wood, but a few rustics lived in
the outlying reaches of the San
Fernando Valley.
The jet age changed that. Today
sin actor can breakfast in London
sind be on a Hollywood set that

afternoon. The fact that movies
are made all over the globe makes
it no longer necessary for stars to
live within freeway distance of
MGM, Warner Bros., etc.
The trend toward decentraliza
tion of stars’ residences makes life
tougher for at least four categories
of people:
1. Real estate dealers, who must
find other buyers for their prop
erties.
2. Tour bus drivers, who have
fewer stars’ homes to point out to
the rubbernecks.

3. Gossip columnists, who have
to scrounge for personalities to
write about.
4. Hollywood hostesses, who
never know which names will be
in town to decorate their parties.
The biggest colony of film per
sonalities is on the desert, where
stars can enjoy the quiet life, play
golf and tennis in the smogless
warmth and return to the studios
in a half-hour via air. More and
more stars are following the lead of
Red Skelton, who comes to Holly

wood only for his television show.
Among those who spend a large
part of their lives in Palm Springs
and its environs: David Janssen,
Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Desi Arnaz, Frank Sinatra, William Demarest, Chuck Connors, Phil Harris
and Alice Faye. The desert is also
a haven for such retired perform
ers as William Powell, Lily Pons,
William Boyd-Hopalong CassidyCharles Farrell.
Northern California has also at
tracted stars as a permanent home.
Bing Crosby gave up the Holly
wood life to rear his second family

GM Possibly Must Break Up
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Jus
tice Department conceded tbis
week it has had in its files for 16
months a rough draft of a proposal
that could ask a court to order the
breakup of the world’s largest in
dustrial corporation—General Mo
tors.
However, department officials
described the document >as only a
sample complaint drawn up as part

of a lengthy investigation of the added: “The President’s alleged in
volvement in it is pure imagina
automobile industry.
They said there has been no de tion.”
cision whether, if ever, the gov
rWTTVTTVTVTVWVTWTVYT'
ernment will petition the courts
Village Ice Cream
to order the breakup of GM.
Next to Holiday Village
At the White House, press sec
retary George Christain said, in'
response to questions, “no matter
of this kind has ever been brought
“The Best Ever!”
«
to the President’s attention.” He
IA A A A A ii

SPINS

in Hillsborough. Kim Novak, Jean
Arthur and Alfred Hitchcock favor
the Monterey Peninsula. John
Wayne, Buddy Ebsen and others
prefer the nautical life of Balboa
Bay; 50 miles south of Hollywood.
New York City has long held
fascination for film actors, espe
cially those who also perform in
the theater. Among those who
make Manhattan their home: Joan
Crawford, Sandy Dennis, Joan
Fontaine, Shelley Winters, Lauren
Bacall and Jason Robards, Gloria
Swanson, Myrna Loy, Lillian Gish,
Tony Randall, Sidney Poitier.
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Your Headquarters
for all
Wig Services
Cleaning, Setting, Shaping

FAIRWAY SHOPPING CENTER
§

542-0211
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YOU CAN’T MISS THIS YEAR’S
FORESTERS’ CONVO
MONDAY, NOV. 6

7:30 P.M.

U THEATER

ADMISSION FREE!
COME PREPARED!
SHOCKING!
HILARIOUS!
FUN!
Anything Can Happen!

^

NOBODY, BUT NOBODY SLEEPS THROUGH THIS ONE!
Friday, Nov. 3, 1967
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Casual Wear Pictorial Review
LEFT — Tight pants, high
boots, Navy peacoats and col
orful scarves are the marks
of the campus “In Crowd.”'
(Kaimin Photos by Ron L^enn)

we aim to Keep your
dependable electric
and natural gas
service your biggest
bargain.

UPPER LEFT — S o r o r i t y
TT TT W T T T TT TTT TTTTTTTT !
sweatshirts are popular casual
wear, along with cutoff jeans. - Village Ice Cream <
Kaimin copyreader Jan Pierre ►
Next to Holiday Village <
took time off from the copy
SPLITS
:■«
desk to model hers for the
C “Just What the Tummy <
photographer.
>
Ordered!”
^
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COMPANY A

SERVING YOU IS OUR BUSINESS

TH EATR E
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ABOVE — Football Jerseys
have found favor with the fe
male of the species as demon
strated by this long-haired
miss captured in the Lodge.

ilots
M so.H mcciMS
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BEST
PICTURE
OF
,
THE

BEST DIRECTOR-Fred Zinnemann
BEST ACTOR—Paul Scofield
BEST SCREENPLAY-Robert Bolt
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
(Color)
BEST COSTUME DESIGN
(Color)

YEAR!
Go First Class
For Less Money

•
Pick and Choose
The Food
You Like

peierFONDA'nancvSINATRA
T H E tiM liD
PANAVISidli; tPATHECOLC^R
MEMBERS'OFHELLSANGELS

Cannes Festival
winner

ALFIE
with

MICHAEL CAINE
•_______COLOR_________

Angels—7-10:20
Alfie—8:30

STARTS SUNDAY
The Russians Are Coming
The Wrong Box
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

FRED ZINNEMANN’S FILMOF

FOR
SEASONS

A M AN
A LL

From the play by ROBERT

CMUrriig

BOLT

WRNDY HILLER- LEOMcKERN- ROBERTSHAW- ORSON
SUSANNAH YORK PAULSCOFIELDwii.. NIGELDAYENPOKT-JOHNHURT,
ud

Mu»ie by

E*rc«Ii*e Producer •

Screenplay by

Produced ltd Directed by

• GEORGES DELER11S* WILLIAM liGRAF-ROBERTBOU- FRED ZINNEMANN
POLICY

— WEEK DAYS —
Shows at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m.
SATURDAY AND SUNDAYS
Continuous from 12 Noon

— ADMISSION-

—
~
==

Adults
Student (with card)
Child (under 12)__

-1.75
.1.50
-40#

CIA’s Jim Parker Tries for Positive Protest
By DOUG MOHER
Kalinin Reporter

Jim Parker is concerned. He is
concerned about the war in Viet
nam, about civil rights and about
the draft.
Parker is the chairman of the
Committee for Intelligent Action, a
protest group which operates on
and off the UM campus. He is a
senior in philosophy.
He doesn’t have long hair or a
beard and he doesn’t dress like the
hippies who are so often identified
with protest movements.
He has a friendly and pleasant
personality and his confident and
relaxed manner seems to have a
magnetic draw on people who talk
to him.
There is another side to Parker’s
personality, the side which talks
about war or civil rights or any
other problem which concerns him.
The relaxed expression drains out
of his face and the subtle humor,
which laces his normal conversa

tion, suddenly is lost. He becomes
tense and his facial expression re
veals concern.
“People always view protests in
a negative way,” Parker said.
“They fail to realize that every
protest involves a positive demand,
the demand for reform. These pro
testers are not there to cause trou
ble, they are there to ask for re
form.”
The Committee for Intelligent
Action was formed in the early
weeks of fall quarter 1967. It grew
out of another protest group called
the Committee for Peace in Viet
nam.
. Parker said the original group
was formed sometime in late 1964
or early 1965. It was a “one issue
organization” in the early years
concerned mostly with the war in
Vietnam, he added.
The idea of becoming a “multi
issue organization” first came to
light last summer, Parker said.
During a debate earlier this fall

the group decided to expand in or
der to encompass' more than one
area of concern.
With the change in structure
came the change in name. The title,
Committee for Peace in Vietnam,
was no longer appropriate and so
the group became the Committee
for Intelligent Action, Parker said.
With the expansion of interest
areas, the group has now added
civil rights and the problems of
foreign student housing to their
list of concerns, Parker said.
“It’s not only the racial issues
which we are concerned with in
the area of civil rights,” he said.
“The increased amount of police
harassment which is going on is
something which bothers us as
well.”
“In the area of student housing
we are concerned the university
does not indicate on the housing
list the places which might dis
criminate against a foreign stu
dent,” Parker said.

“It bothers us that these people
are invited guests of our country,
yet they still can’t walk down the
street w i t h o u t having nigger
screamed at them,” Parker said.
People join the CIA for a variety
of reasons including the Vietnam
war, Parker said.
“Some members feel the war is
immoral because of certain re
ligious or personal convictions,” he
said. “Then there are people like
me who feel that the war is im
practical, who feel that war never
has solved anything.”
Parker added some persons
join because they think the war
is wrong economically.
The group currently is planning
a peace parade and in connection
with it the research committee is
busy preparing a number of alter
native proposals to the govern
ment’s Vietnam poliices, Parker
said. The alternatives will be pre
sented at the end of the parade,
he added.

“This, committee does a lot of
research in' the document section
of the library,” Parker said. “They
read articles from the Congression
al Record, from State Department
releases, as well as information
published by diplomatic branches
of other countries.”
In addition to the peace parade,
the group is working on a draft
counseling service, Parker said.
“If an individual chooses to be
a conscientious objector one of our
people will go over that person’s
individual situation to help him
discover his position in regard to
the law,” Parker added.
“Support is running about twice
what it was a year ago,” he said.
“We’ve had meetings with more
than 60 people there.”
Jim Parker seems sure where he
is going in the future.
“Not to many of us are inter
ested in settling down in $20,000
homes in suburbia and retiring aft
er 40 years,” he said.

UM Students Buy Much of Wardrobe at Home
(Continued from Page 9)
dents of style trends.
Barry Kenfield, junior in busi
ness administration, said Missoula
stores sometimes go to far in cater
ing to “way out” style trends. He
said he thought Missoula stores lost
business to college students last
year when they tried to push pais
ley patterns and checkered pants.
“Stuff like that goes over big
with high school kids,” Kenfield
said, “but college styles do not
change that much.”
Kenfield said Missoula stores re
duced stocks of “traditional styles”
favored by college students in fa
vor of “mod” styles. He said stores
sold most “mod” clothes in clear
ance sales last spring and now
have good stocks of more tradi
tional college fashions.
Kenfield said he buys some of
his clothes at home, but makes
most of his major purchases in
Missoula. “I like to come back
here and see what everyone else is
wearing before I buy too much,”
Kenfield said.
Mitzi Hamblock, junior in ele
mentary education, said most girls
buy formals and cocktail dresses
in Missoula, although they buy

most other clothes at home. She
said the selection of cocktail and
formal dresses is much better in
Missoula because of larger demand
by college girls.
Miss Hamblock said Missoula al
so has a very good selection of
girls’ shoes.
She said it was hard to compare
dress prices in Missoula with those
elsewhere because relatively inex
pensive dresses look just as good
as more expensive ones. She said
Missoula is a good place for girls to
get special items, such as half sizes,
because they are available here
and scarce in other Montana
towns.
Miss Hamblock said some Mis
soula stores have clerks who are
too old to be of much help to col
lege girl customers because they
do not understand their needs.
However, she said, “When a girl
is looking for something special to
wear, she knows exactly what she
wants and will not ask a saleslady
for help anyway.”
Tana Koski, junior in elementary
education, said she prefers to shop
in Billings because there are more
stores and more varieties of cloth
ing available.

She said she buys formals and to see more high quality clothing
cocktail dresses here because they stores in Missoula. She said stores
are more readily available than in could improve their service to col
girls by stocking better brand
Billings. Since she buys such lege
names and expanding stocks to in
dresses just before functions, she clude more styles, sizes and fab
said, it is more convenient just to rics.
go downtown and buy one than to
Donna Berland, senior in busi
order one from Billings.
ness administration, said she buys
Miss Koski said she would like most of her clothes in Missoula

despite some dissatisfaction she
feels with the Missoula stores. “The
stores are old, and some of them
are a little sloppy,” she said.
She said some of her friends
complain about poor service and
unfriendliness on the part of Mis
soula clerks, but said she is gen
eral satisfied with service in Mis
soula stores.

Today and Saturday!
FOR PLAYBOYS ONLY. . .

Now Through Tuesday!
From the Pulitzer Prize-Winning
Novel by Montana’s Own A. B.
Guthrie, Jr. . . . the Mightiest
Brajna of Them All . . .

KUSDBIGLASROKJTnifTCHQH'RICHARDfnDIIARK

wmt
wmwarmhbists*
KATHERINEJ U S T I C E ' w K i i i w I t a
XxHwM- WBMjvaJSI HUnsnr-COlOl b,Mm
EXTRA!
Sports Featurette: “Off to the Races”
“Inspector” Cartoon: “Sacre Bleu Cross”
Late Universal Newsreel

SHOW TIMES: Today, Mon. & Tues.—Shorts at 6:30-9:10;
“Way West” at 7:00-9:40. Sat. & Sun.—shorts at 1:10-3:506:30-9:10; “Way West” at 1:40-4:20-7:00-9:40

WILMA THEATER
Phone 543-7341

And Two Bonus Eyefuls!

“Living Venus”
“Ecstacy on Lover’s Island”
OPEN AT 7:00 P.M.
Starts at 7:30
“Venus” at 7:30 Only
“Island” at 8:50 Only
“Fanny” at 9:50 Only

Admission for this SuperSpecial Show—$1.25
(And Worth It!)

NO ONE UNDER 18
Proof of Age Required

The Fabulous New

GO WEST!
DRIVE-IN THEATER
Highway 10 West
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Commercials Are Profitable for Farmer
NEW YORK (AP) — A Kansas terfered with professional book
farmer, in financial trouble after ings.
Two unknown young dancers
a crop failure, recently was picked
to star, anonymously, in a cigar were cast in a series of automo
ette company’s series of commer bile commercials and found their
original pay plus residuals brought
cials.
The unexpected thousands of each of them $60,000.
dollars saved him from disaster.
For the performers there is gold
A well-known comedian who in the $250 million a year sub
makes occasional guest-star ap division of television concerned
pearances recently was offered with turning out 100,000 or so sales
$75,000 to make a series of com- messages annually.
mercials—and turned it down.
There are established stars in
His previous lucrative experi this special world of commercials,
ence in commercials, he found, in including professional actors like

Herschel Bernardi, Mason Adams mercials. Usually they are inter
and Mel Blanc, who specialize in viewed and tested on camera.
providing the persuasive voices About one-third of t&e SAG mem
that do the selling. Although their bership’s total income comes from
faces are rarely if ever seen, their commericals—around $30 million
annual incomes often run into six
Under the SAG scale, “princi
figures — compared to a produc ples” in a commercial — anyone
tion cost ranging from $1,000, for ' who is in any way identifiable
a quickie for local use, to $80,000. with the selling of the product—
Most commercials, however, are receive a minimum of an eight“cast” like entertainment shows. hour day $120 for working on
Performers are members of either camera. If only the voice is used,
the Screen Actors Guild or the the price is $90.
That, however, is just the be
American Federation of Television
and Radio Artists, for taped com ginning, since there is an incredi

Bryant Documentary Fails Viewers
NEW YORK (AP) — Paul Bry urging his players to say their
ant, coach of the University of prayers, smile a lot, keep clean
have good characters.
Alabam’s football team was the and
As the program progressed it
subject of an ABC “Profile” last took on the shape of those TV
week. But the hour, even for a sports interviews in which invari
rabid football fan, had to be as dis ably a player is asked if he thinks
appointing as a movie fan maga his side will win.
zine with a lurid headline and
The alleged d o c u m e n t a r y
nothing much to back it up.
reached some sort of a new high
Mr. Bryant, coach of a number in sophistry when we were treated
of winning teams, was presented to a postgame—it was a tie—locker
as a man accused of “brutalizing” room session showing the players
football and a man with an over on their knees in prayer, followed
whelming desire to win games. A by the gentle, sad remonstrance
lot of viewers must have been peo from the “Bear” as he is called. A
ple who just happened to stick latter day Knute Rockne the
around after “Cowboy in Africa” “Bear,” is not, not on TV anyway.
It omitted so much. We never
and others Just waiting for “Pey
ton Place” to start. And they were learned how he managed to get
presented with a mild-mannered such good players. We had one
fellow with a soft Southern accent mention of his family life and

a warm and affectionate family
and suffered with him in his sepa
ration from, the family upon en
trance to a special school for “ex
ceptional children.” And we re
joiced in the few added sequences
showing that in the 10 months
since we last saw the boy, now
almost 10, he has progressed from
a child with a mental age of three
and one-half to one of five—and
will progress even further.

only in passing. We never even
saw him at a time when he was
not fully aware that cameras and
a microphone were turned in his
direction.
The ABC sports people generally
do a superlative job. But when it
comes to that special form called
a documentary, they would have
done well to borrow a few leaves
from the work book of the produc
er of the program that followed,
“The Long Childhood of Timmy,”
a perceptive and moving narra
tive about the progress of a re
tarded child now being trained up
to his full, if limited capabilities.
The program was a slightly up
dated rerun of the original broad
cast last season. Once again we
saw the little boy surrounded by

bly complicated schedule of resid
ual payments based on the num
ber of times a commercial is used,
the number of markets in whichi
it is used and the size of the mar
keting area and audience.
A performer in a Class A com
mercial used in a net-commercial’
used in a network series could
easily pick up an additional $700*
if it were used 13 times over a 13week period.
Because most commercials re
quire an atmosphere of reality—
housewives who seemed genuinely
enchanted by their detergents,,
husbands who suffer terrible ten
sion headaches — a number of
training schools for the specialtyhave been started.
Maxine Anderson, whose spe
cialty is casting commercials ini
Hollywood for a number of big:
advertising agencies, conducts sixweek courses — price: $100 — de
signed mainly to teach actors not
to act or sound like actors.
She instructs them to act likean advertising executive’s idea of
the average harried housewife or
husband, how to work with cuecards and prompters and even how
to dress and act at an audition.

ABC Version of
Hailed
As
Lavish, Colorful Romance
NEW YORK (AP)—With music prano voice. George Chakiris, as
like “Stranger in Paradise,” an the handsome caliph, was a de
Arabian Night romance for a plot light in the big dance production
and the rich oriental colors of a number.
In the Broadway play, the mem
lavish production, ABC’s “Kismet” orable role was that of the crafty
could hardly miss. It was an ear- beggar. Jose Ferrer in the tele
satisfying and eye-filling 90 min vision version seemed mature and
utes — particularly for television downright portly when he should
viewers who saw it in all its love have been dashing. In fact he re
ly hues.
sembled King George V dressed
The story served primarly as an for a masquerade ball more than
excuse to introduce the assorted an arrogant poet of ancient Bagh
musical numbers. It was a tale of dad living by his wits. His sing
the beautiful daughter of a beggar ing voice, while adequate, was not
who won the love of the caliph, particularly Impressive.
and, on an earthier level, the beg
Barbara Eden, who must be
gar’s romance with a lovely lady pretty familiar with this Arabian
with a roving eye.
nights business after two years of
The plot and its ramifications playing TV genie, contributed the
did have a tendency to bog down more sly comedy moments as the
occasionally, but there was soon faithless wife of the vizier and
a musical number and things Hans Conried as her foolish hus
picked up again.
band played his part in almost
Anna Maria Alberghetti, in the slapstick fashion.
The real star of “Kismet” in any
role of the young girl, acquitted
herself well. She is very pretty production is Alexander Borodin,
and has a sweet true if small so who composed the lovely music

which was given words and
adapted to stage use.
Earlier “A Hard Day’s Night,”
the critically acclaimed film star
ring the Beatles was broadcast
made three years ago at the peak
of their popularity. It was pellmell' comedy, full of sight gags,
one-line jokes, sudden changes of
pace but often incomprehensible
bits of dialogue in muffled Liver
pool accents.
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£ Village Ice Cream
►

Next to Holiday Village
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“Woweeee!”
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Also 250 45-rpm Records

DOOR PRIZE!
PHILCO-BENDIX WASHERS, DRYERS

—at—

NEW 22-MIN. CYCLE DRY CLEANERS

Newman Center
Corner of Keith and Gerald =

= ‘See You at the Newman Center* §=•
Si Per Person—Free to Members
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Pauli’s Laundercenter
FREE: Coffee, Cookies, Coke, 7-Up

Friday, Nov. 3

No Date Necessary - Everyone Welcome!

NOV. 3 and 4

==
1=

OPEN 7 a.m. -10 p.m.—7 Days a Week

1202 West Kent
Next to Tremper’s Shopping Center

